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Summary
This thesis deals with electronic structure calculations in the field of solid state
physics. The aim of these calculations is to characterize electronic properties by
solving the Schrödinger equation of the electrons and to relate the electronic structure to the composition and crystal structure of the solid.
Several methods exist to numerically solve the Schrödinger equation. All calcula^
tions in this thesis are performed within the context of the Density Functional Theory,
which has appeared to be a powerful tool in determining the electronic structure of
solid state crystals in the past.
Within the area of the Density Functional Theory many electronic structure methods have been developed. The choice for a particular method depends on the physical
problem and is usually made on the basis of which properties ones wishes to calculate and which accuracy is required in those calculations. Almost all calculations in
this thesis are performed with the Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave
(FLAPW) method and the Localized Spherical Wave (LSW) method. In the FLAPW
method no approximations are made to the shape of the potential. The basis set of
this method consists of plane waves, which are augmented in atomic spheres. In
the LSW method the potential is approximated by a potential which is spherically
symmetric within atomic spheres. The spheres are space-filling and overlapping. The
basis set of the LSW method is built by spherical Hankel functions. Shortly, the
FLAPW method is the more accurate and reliable one but is more costly in terms of
required computer time and disk space, while the LSW method is more efficient but
sometimes less accurate. In some cases, the LSW method provides more intuitive
, understanding since its basis functions are closely related to atomic states. In many
cases a combination of these methods is used. In general, the procedure is as follows.
First, the FLAPW method is used for a few simple calculations. Subsequently, the
LSW method is used in order to handle more complex problems, using the FLAPW
results as a reference calculation in order to ensure the reliability of the calculations.
In one chapter also a Car-Parrinello related pseudo-potential plane wave method
is used. In this thesis this method is used for calculating - besides the electronic
structure - structural properties of an interface.
An important problem within the Density Functional Theory is the question how
the exchange-correlation energy, which cannot be described exactly, should be approximated. The common approach is the Local Density Approximation. Several
corrections to this approach have been developed, one of which is known as the
Generalized Gradient Approximation. Depending on the problem the Local Density
Approximation, the Generalized Gradient Approximation, or both have been applied
in this thesis.
As indicated by the title, the thesis breaks up in two parts. Chapters 1-4 deal
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with the naturo of band gaps in ionic compounds, while chapters 5-10 are concerned
with band structure aspects of spin transport.
Insulators and semiconductors have a completely occupied valence band and an
unoccupied conduction band which are separated by a gap. The nature of the band
gap is dependent on the wave function character of both the valence band and the
conduction band. While the valence band of most ionic compounds with a band gap
is well understood, the conduction band is sometimes wrongly associated with the
metal atoms.
This holds, for instance, for the alkali halides. Alkali halide crystals are formed bv
an alkali metal like lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium or cesium, and a halogen
like fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or iodine. Examples of the alkali halides are sodium
chloride, also known as table salt (chapter 1), and the alkali bromides (chapter 2).
The valence band of the alkali halides is formed by hybridized halogen ρ states. The
conduction band is usually associated with empty s states of the alkali metal. In this
thesis it is shown that the conduction band has in fact primarily halogen character.
The conclusion that the conduction band should be associated with anionic states
instead of cation states holds for several other ionic compounds as well. Strongly
related to the alkali halides are the currency metal monohahdes. Currency metals
are metals like copper, silver and gold. The subject of chapter 3 is the electronic
structure of one of these compounds, silver chloride. From an electronic structure
point of view, the main difference between silver chloride and the alkali chlorides is in
the valence band, which is not just composed of chlorine ρ states but also of silver d
states in the case of silver chloride. However, the conduction band still has primarily
chlorine character, like in the alkali chlorides.
Related to the alkali halides as well are the alkali-earth chalcogenides. The alkaliearth metals are placed in the column on the right of the alkali metals in the periodic
table of the elements. The chalcogens, on the other hand, can be found in the column
on the left of the column with the halogens. The main difference between alkali-earth ,
chalcogenides and alkali metals is the charge of the ions, which is either +1 or —1
in the case of the alkali halides, while alkali-earth chalcogenides are formed by ions
with charges of either +2 or —2. The valence and conduction bands, however, are
very similar. As is shown in chapter 4, MgO and MgS have a conduction band which
is also primarily derived from anionic states, contrary to what is commonly believed.
As a general conclusion from the first part of the thesis, main group elements
never form compounds with a charge transfer gap, i.e. compounds where the wave
function character of the highest occupied state is determined by the anion, while the
wave function of the lowest unoccupied state is determined by the cation.
The second part of the thesis addresses some problems in the area of spin trans
port. This research area includes, for example, spin transistors, magnetic storage,
spin-dependent scanning tunneling microscopy and sensor technology. The interest
in technological applications related to spin transport is due to the discovery and
development of several new and fascinating magnetic materials.
A crucial ingredient in properties and theories in which the electron spin is in-
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volved is the asymmetry m the electronic structure between the two spin-directions
Magnetic materials always show some asymmetry, but the largest asymmetry can be
found in halfmetalhc compounds, which are metallic for one spin-direction exclusively
The archetypes of the halfmetalhc materials, alloys like NiMnSb, suffer however from
non-stoichiometry and surface segregation, making these compounds less promising
for applications Hence, an intensive interest in other magnetic materials has been
developed in recent years
One class of materials, which have attracted considerable attention, are the perovskite manganites These compounds exhibit a wide variety of remarkable physical
properties In recent years an enormous amount of experimental data has revealed
properties like colossal magnetoresistance (collapse of electrical resistance under ex
posure of an external magnetic field), magnetostructural transition (change in crystal
structure under exposure of a magnetic field), magnetic polarons (charge carriers ac
companied by a localized and magnetically polarized distortion of the surrounding
crystal lattice), current switching of resistive states (change in resistance by an elec
trical current), light-induced metal-insulator transition (change in resistance under
exposure of a beam of photons) and charge ordering (regular patterns of manganese
ions with charges of +3 and +4) In this thesis it is shown that the perovskite man
ganites are halfmetalhc and a possible relation between the halfmetalhc magnetism
and the occurrence of colossal magnetoresistance is discussed (chapters 5 and 6) In
chapter 7 the electronic structure of a layered variant of the perovskite manganites
is reported
The manganites have the disadvantage that properties like the colossal magnetore
sistance, which are promising for applications on first sight, have a large temperature
dependence, making applications almost impossible More results are expected in the
area of multilayers of magnetic and non-magnetic materials Those multilayers show
considerable magnetoresistances as well, but with less temperature dependence The
properties of multilayers depend, amongst others, on the electronic structure of the
interfaces between the successive layers Multilayers, consisting of magnetic and non
magnetic metals, have extensively been studied In this thesis the electronic structure
of a few interfaces between a ferromagnetic metal and a non-magnetic semiconductor
or insulator is calculated The electronic structure of such interfaces is expected to
exhibit a larger spin-ai.ymmetry than the metallic multilayers
In chapter 8 electronic and structural properties of the interface between the ferromagnet cobalt and the insulator hafnia are studied An interesting result showed up
Besides the fact that the spin polarization of the conduction electrons at the interface
is quite high, the polarization at the interface is of opposite sign compared to the polanzation in bulk cobalt This phenomenon appears to be closely related to the crystal
structure of the interface The results shine a light, for instance, on experiments on
the spin-polarization of tunneling electrons, performed in the early seventies Those
experiments considered tunneling of electrons from the ferromagnetic metals iron,
nickel and cobalt to superconducting aluminium through an insulating aluminium
oxide layer It was found that the spin-polarization was always positive, ι e it was of
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opposite sign compared to the calculated spin-polarization of conduction electrons in
the bulk in the cases of nickel and cobalt. The results of the calculations in chapter 8
indicate that the results of the tunneling experiments could be an interface effect.
The subject, of chapter 9 is the dependence of the electronic structure of the
interface of iron and admixtures of zinc selenide and gallium arsenide on the thickness
and the band gap of the semiconductor.
The last chapter, chapter 10, deals with the electronic structure of the ruthenate
Sr^RuOi. The interest in this compound is not due to possible applications but
rather to the presence of superconductivity at low temperatures. In this thesis a
ferromagnetic phase is calculated. Magnetism could play an important role for the
character of the superconductivity, while magnetic properties could serve a possible
explanation for the conflicting results between different experiments which probe the
Fermi surface.

1 T h e origin of t h e conduction b a n d in
table salt
(P К de Boer and R A de Groot, The American Journal of Physics, in press)
ABSTRACT

A long-standing misinterpretation of the origin of the conduction band in sodium
chloride is corrected We show that this band is primarily derived from chlorine
states, and not from sodium states as is generally believed The anion character of
the conduction band holds for the other alkali hahdes as well The reinterpretation
of this band clarifies why the size of the band gap in these insulators does not depend
on the alkali metal in a first order approximation

1.1

Introduction

Table salt, also known as sodium chloride (NaCl), is a well studied material Since the
electronic structure of sodium chloride is quite simple, it serves as a model compound
in solid state physics courses for graduate students
Sodium chloride belongs to the alkali hahdes They form crystals with the struc
tural formula RX where R denotes an alkali metal Li, Na, K, Rb or Cs and X an
halogen F, CI, Br or I All alkali hahdes exhibit very similar electronic and structural
properties We will mainly deal with sodium chloride, but the conclusions are valid
for the other alkali hahdes as well
The electronic structure of NaCl can be readily deduced from the atomic energy
levels of the separate constituents in an intuitive way Sodium atoms have one 3A
electron more than an inert gas configuration The 3p level of chlorine atoms is
occupied by five electrons, one electron less than an inert gas configuration In
compound formation the 3s electron of the Na atom is transferred to the CI atom
This results in an insulating crystal with a fully occupied valence band, which is
formed by hybridized CI 3p states The conduction band is commonly attributed to
empty Na 3s states
The latter is a widespread error The origin of this misunderstanding goes back
more than half a century In this paper we will show that in sodium chloride the
conduction as well as the valence band is primarily derived from chlorine states

1.2

History

The first paper which discusses the wave function character of the conduction band in
NaCl was written m 1936 by Slater and Shockley [1] At that time it was, of course,
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not possible to perform elaborate electronic structure calculations, but they succeeded
in describing the one-electron energy bands derived from empirical spectral terms of
the separate ions. In forming a crystal, the energies of the ionic states change due
to the Madelung potential and bands broaden due to the interaction between wave
functions centered on neighboring ions. Slater and Shockley argued that the lowest
unoccupied levels in NaCl were formed by hybridization of states which originally
belonged to the continuum of excited levels of a Cl~ ion with Na 3s wave functions.
It is remarkable that these authors were intuitively aware of the importance of CI
states for the conduction band.
Their idea was however not adopted by other authors, though we did not find any
reference in which it was explicitly challenged. One of the oldest text books which is
concerned with the electronic structure of sodium chloride is The modern theory of
solids by Seitz [2]. He remarked that the electronic charge of the lowest unoccupied
level is more or less uniformly distributed between the positive and negative ions.
This is due to the free electron character of the conduction band. Seitz however
explicitly connected this band with the lowest empty level of the metal ion.
The picture of the conduction band being primarily derived from cation s states
remained a paradigm in later years. There are many text books on this subject. A
few more modern ones which support this idea are Refs. 3 and 4.
Even sophisticated theoretical methods to calculate the electronic structure of
solids, based, for instance, on Hartree-Fock or Density Functional Theory (a proper
discussion on these methods is given in Quantum Theory of the Solid State by Callaway [5]), did not correct the misunderstanding of the conduction band in alkali
halides. In a recent paper Ching et al. report the band structures of almost all the
halides, together with a long list of references to other calculations [6], none of which
recognizes that the interpretation of the conduction band as being derived from cation
states is incorrect.

1.3

Calculations

The band structure of NaCl has been published many times, but we calculate it once
more for the purpose of our argument. We use the Localized Spherical Wave (LSW)
method [7], which is especially suited here since its basis functions are directly related
to atomic states. For details of the computation we refer to Ref. 8.
The LSW method makes use of the Density Functional Theory within the Local
Density Approximation. It is known that this approximation produces gaps between
valence and conduction bands which are smaller than the experimental values. This
is, however, of no importance for the character of the conduction bands [9].
We took unoccupied CI 4s, CI 3d, Na 3s and Na 3p states into account in the basis
set in order to describe the conduction band as well as possible. The band structure
along some high-symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone is shown in figure 1-1. It is in
perfect agreement with previous calculations [6]. The zero of energy is taken to be the
top of the valence band. The valence band is completely occupied and is primarily

S e c t i o n 1.3:
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Figure 1-1 The band structure of NaCl
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Figure 1-2 The band structure of NaCl, without Cl-4s states
formed by Cl 'âp states
An analysis of the lowest, unoccupied, conduction band by inspection of the wave
functions is not straightforward since the wave functions in this band are quite delocahzed A good insight is given by a few calculations in which some of the basis
functions are excluded from the basis set Figure 1-2 shows the band structure of
NaCl, calculated without the CI 4s states The effect of one missing basis function is
enormous The valence bands are unaltered but the conduction band is completely
different For instance, the gap increases and becomes indirect, in contradiction with
experiment This calculation shows that the CI 4s states are, to say the least, very
important for the description of the conduction band
But what about the Na states 7 We calculate the electronic structure of an fee
lattice of Cl~ ions with the same lattice parameter as NaCl This can be seen as
NaCl with the N a ' ions taken out altogether The band structure of the Cl~ lattice
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Figure 1-3. The band structure of an fee lattice of Cl~ ions.
is shown in figure 1-3. It shows an astonishing resemblance to the band structure
in figure 1-1. The valence bands are identical as expected since these are the CI 3p
bands. But also the lowest conduction band and even the bands at higher energies
are similar. These bands are formed by CI 4s and CI 3d states. The absence of Na +
ions causes a different Madelung potential but this merely results in a rigid shift of
all the electronic bands.
These calculations reveal the origin of the conduction band. The removal of one
single state, the CI 4s state, from the basis set completely destroys the shape of this
band. The removal of the Na + ion, and of all the basis functions centered on this ion,
has no major consequences. This leads to the conclusion that not only the valence
bands but also the conduction bands in NaCl are primarily derived from CI states.

1.4

B a n d gaps

The character of the lowest unoccupied levels in alkali halides has an interesting
consequence for the band gap. In general, the states which are relevant for the size
of the band gap of a semiconductor or insulator are, in first approximation, just the
highest occupied states and the lowest unoccupied states. Two different situations
can be distinguished: (1) the highest occupied states and the lowest unoccupied states
aie centered on different atoms, and (2) the highest occupied states and the lowest
unoccupied states are centered on the same atom.
Examples of the first case are the III-V semiconductors. In these compounds the
valence band is primarily derived from anion states, while the conduction band is
primarily derived from cation states. The states in these bands interact with each
other and therefore the cation states hybridize with anion states and vice versa. This
leads to an appreciable anion character of the conduction band and a corresponding
cation character of the valence band. This process of hybridization is called covalency.

Section 1.5:

Conclusions
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Table 1-1. Experimental band gaps in arsenides (From Ref. 10).
gap (eV)
AlAs
3.1
GaAs
1.5
InAs
0.4
Table 1-2. Experimental band gaps in alkali chlorides (FVom Ref. 11).
gap (eV)
LiCl
9.4
NaCl
8.5
KCl
8.4
RbCl
8.2
CsCl
8.3
The amount of hybridization influences the size of the band gap and depends, of
course, on the cation. This is reflected in table 1-1, which shows the band gap of
a few III-V semiconductors. It is clear that the size of the band gap is strongly
dependent on the cation.
The alkali halides, however, behave in a completely different fashion, since both
the valence and conduction band are derived from anion states. The anion character
of the conduction band is not due to interaction with the valence band and is therefore
not related to covalency. Of course, the states in these bands interact with each
other as well. But since the cation is not involved in the hybridization of valence
band and conduction band states it is expected that the band gap of alkali halides is
independent of the cation in first order. This is clearly shown by table 1-2, which lists
the experimental band gap of the alkali chlorides. The cation has almost no influence
on the size of the band gap [12]. The independence of the band gap of alkali halides
on the alkali metal constitutes the experimental evidence for the anion character of
the conduction band.

1.5

Conclusions

The free electron-like, delocalized, character of the conduction band of NaCl is presumably the main cause of the long-standing misinterpretation of the origin of this
band. The question arises whether it is suitable to assign atomic states to a free
electron-like band at all. However, if one insists on doing so, the bottom of the conduction band in NaCl - and in the other alkali halides - should be associated with
anion s wave functions.
This paper shows that simple arguments are not always good arguments. It is
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very natural, but incorrect, to associate the conduction band in alkali halides with
cation states. This fact should be taken into account when the electronic structure
of these insulators is presented in introductory classes. It is important that students
develop some physical intuition but they should also be aware of the drawbacks of
intuitive reasoning.
Furthermore, this paper reveals the value of numerical calculations. The calculation of the band structure of NaCl on its own does not contribute very much to
the understanding of the origin of the conduction band. But by turning on and off
particular states, which is impossible in the 'real' physical world, it becomes evident
that chlorine states are very important for this band.
Slater and Shockley were right.
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2 Conduction bands and invariant
energy gaps in alkali bromides
(P.K. de Boer and R.A. de Groot, The European Physical Journal В 4, 25 (1998))
ABSTRACT

Electronic structure calculations of the alkali bromides LiBr, NaBr, KBr, RbBr and
CsBr are reported. It is shown that the conduction band has primarily bromine
character. The size of the band gaps of bromides and alkali halides in general is
reinterpreted.
Alkali halides are model systems in the sense that they belong to the most simple ionic
two-element compounds. They have the structural formula RX where R denotes an
alkali Li, Na, K, Rb or Cs and X an halogen F, CI, Br or I. In general the alkali
halides have the NaCl structure though cesium halides, except CsF, have the simple
cubic CsCl structure [1].
In compound formation the s-electron of the alkali is transferred to the halogen
atom, where it fills the p-shell. From a band structure point of view this results
in a completely filled valence band of halogen p-character with a gap between these
states and the unoccupied conduction band. All alkali halides are insulators with
gaps ranging from about 6 eV for iodides up to 10-14 eV for fluorides [2].
This article focuses on the character of the lowest conduction band. The common
picture, found in almost any textbook, is that the wave functions of the conduction
band are primarily composed of cation states, although the earliest work, back in
1936, emphasizes the possible importance of anion states [3]. In this article the
electronic structure of some alkali halides is studied and it will be shown that the
conduction band has primarily anionic character.
The electronic structure of the prototype compounds LiBr, NaBr, KBr, RbBr and
CsBr (structural data from ref. [1]) is calculated. The results and conclusions of this
article are valid for all alkali halides. The reason we concentrate on the bromides is
to avoid unnecessary repetition.
The calculations were performed with the LSW method [4] and with the full poten
tial LAPW method [5]. Both methods make use of the Local Density Approximation
(LDA). It is known that the spurious self-interaction, inherent to LDA, tends to shift
occupied states to higher energies, leading to band gaps which are usually too small
compared with experimental values. Also the exchange and correlation potential in
LDA lacks the required discontinuity at the Fermi energy. The first order effect is a
rigid shift of the conduction band with respect to the valence band, while changes in
the topology of the conduction band are much less pronounced [6,7]. Therefore an
analysis of these bands based on LDA calculations is justified.
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Figure 2-1. The band structure of LiBr, calculated with the full potential LAPW method.

First we will discuss the electronic structure of LiBr, calculated with the full
potential LAPW method. This method is more reliable because no approximations
to the shape of the potential are made. Approximately 300 plane waves were used,
to obtain numerical convergence of the basis set. To describe the semi-core Li-ls,
Br-3p, Br-4s and Br-3d states as accurately as possible the basis set was extended
with local orbitals. The Brillouin zone integration was performed using the modified
tetrahedron method with a special mesh of 104 k-points in the IBZ. The sphere radii
of Li and Br were 1.5 respectively 2.5 atomic units.
The band structure of LiBr is shown in figure 2-1. The zero of energy is defined to
be the top of the valence band. The three bands just below zero energy are the Br-4p
bands. The Br-4s band, not shown in the figure, lies at 13 eV below zero energy. The
gap between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band,
which both lie at the Г-point, is 4.6 eV. Above the lowest conduction band lies a
complex of bands which is threefold degenerated at the Г-point at 10.4 eV. The band
structure is in agreement with previous calculations [8].
Usually the lowest conduction band of alkali halides is described as being derived
from cation s states. The charge density related to this band is however not localized
at the cations. According to figure 2-2, which shows a contour plot of the charge
density of the lowest conduction band at the Г-point, the charge is even predominantly
centered at the anions. It is therefore not justified to attribute this band to the
cations.
The analysis on the basis of the charge density is somewhat disturbed by the
delocalized character of the conduction band. In order to facilitate an analysis in
terms of atomic-like basis functions and to allow a study of their influence on the
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Figure 2-2. Contour plot of the charge density (in atomic units) of the lowest conduction band at
the Г-point in the (OOl)-plane of LiBr.
conduction band we repeat the calculations with the LSW method. It is important
to select these basis functions with care. The Br-4s electrons have an energy quite
far below the zero of energy and are almost completely localized at the Br sites, while
corrections to the LDA approach will tend to localize them even further. The Br-5s
states are unoccupied but it is not known a priori how far they lie above the valence
bands. Since the subject of this study is the conduction band, it is important to
allow enough variational degrees of freedom in this energy range. For these reasons
the Br-4s electrons were treated as core states, while the Br-5s states were explicitly
included as valence states.
The LSW band structure of LiBr (see figure 2-3) is similar to the LAPW band
structure in figure 2-1. The band gap is again 4.6 eV and also the valence band
width is the same. Small deviations for higher unoccupied states are visible but
the global structure is unaffected. This assures the reliability of the atomic sphere
approximation and justifies the assumption that the error in the treatment of the 4s
electrons as core states is negligible.
To stress the importance of including Br-5s Hankel functions in the basis set, we
also calculated the band structure of LiBr omitting the 5s states (see figure 2-4).
The difference with the band structures in figures 2-1 and 2-3 is large. The valence
band is correctly reproduced but the shape of the conduction band is fundamentally
different. The band gap is indirect now and has increased to 7.2 eV, the direct gap
at Γ even being 10.1 eV. The fact that the exclusion of Br-5s Hankel functions leads
to an incorrect band structure is evidence that the 5s states are very important in
the description of the conduction band.
Another illustration that the lowest conduction band is the Br-5s band is the band
structure of a fee lattice of Br" ions. This can be viewed as LiBr with the Li + ions
taken out altogether. The band structure (figure 2-5) shows a striking resemblance
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Figure 2-3. LSW band structure of LiBr. Br-5s Hankel functions were included in the basis set.
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Figure 2-4. LSW band structure of LiBr. Br-5s Hankel functions were not included in the basis set.
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Figure 2-5. The band structure of a fee lattice of Br ions with the same lattice parameter as LiBr.
to the LAPW band structure. The width of the lowest conduction band is larger, the
valence band width is a little bit larger and the band gap is smaller than for LiBr.
However, the topology of the lowest conduction band is essentially the same. In fact
even the bands directly above this band, mainly formed by Br-4d (t 2 s ) states, look
very similar. This leads to the conclusion that all the bands shown in figure 2-1 are
primarily derived from Br states, i.e. going from low to high energies successively
Br-4p, Br-5s and Br-4d states. The Li-2s band in LiBr lies in fact above 15 eV. The
role of the cation is therefore merely to stabilize the bromide in its existing crystal
structure.
Adding empty spheres introduces extra variational degrees of freedom, which
could qualitatively enhance the band structure. Figure 2-6 shows the band structure
of LiBr, calculated with a basis set excluding Br-5s Hankel functions but including
ls,2p Hankel functions centered at Wyckoff position 2c. It shows again some resem
blance to the LAPW band structure, though the band gap of 5.4 eV is almost 20%
larger. The reason that the Br-5s band can be qualitatively well described by basis
functions at other sites is because the 5s states are very delocalized.
For completeness the band structures of NaBr, KBr, RbBr and CsBr are also
calculated (see figures 2-7-2-10). The conclusions for LiBr also hold for NaBr, i.e.
the lowest conduction bands are essentially formed by Br-5s and Br-4d states. The
similarity between the band structures of LiBr and NaBr is due to the fact that they
both correspond to a fee Br~ band structure, the main difference being the different
lattice parameter.
The lowest conduction band of KBr shows some minor differences with those of
LiBr and NaBr, as is most pronounced in the direction ГХ. The reason is that K-3ci
states now play a role in the conduction band. The d-bands at 7-10 eV above zero
cannot be assigned to Br alone but are formed by hybridization of Br-4d and K-3d
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Figure 2-6. LSW band structure of LiBr. The basis set excluded Br-5s Hankel functions, but was
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Figure 2-7. The band structure of NaBr.
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Figure 2-10 The band structure of CsBr
states However, the lowest conduction band has still its origin in the Br-5s state
The band structure of RbBr is resemblant to KBr, where the differences again are
mainly caused by the different lattice parameters
CsBr forms in the CsCl crystal structure and shows therefore a different band
structure However, also m this case the lowest conduction bands are the Br-5s
band and hybridized d-bands, the lowest unoccupied state at Γ having mainly Br-5s
character
Since both the valence band and the conduction band are formed by Br states,
the band gap of the alkali bromides is expected to be independent of the metal
Table 2-1 shows calculated and experimental band gaps and band widths of the
alkali bromides The experimental values were determined by photo-emission and
inverse photo-emission measurements We use these data for comparison in order to
avoid complications due to excitons The experimental band gaps are larger than
the calculated ones of course, but the expected independence of the band gap on
the metal is observed in both calculated and experimental values indeed The small
dependence of the band gap results from 1) the influence of the cation on the lattice
parameter and 2) the influence of the hybridization of the conduction band states
with cation s- and rf-states
The valence band width is almost completely determined by the anion-anion in
teraction, as is shown by the fictitious fee Br~ band structure The differences of the
valence band widths of the alkali bromides are therefore mainly due to the differences
in lattice parameters The larger the lattice parameter, the smaller is the overlap
between wave functions centered at different atoms, and the smaller the band width
Finally, we note that the anion character of the conduction band described here
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Table 2-1 Calculated and experimental band gaps and valence band widths in eV

LiBr
NaBr
KBr
RbBr
CsBr

Eg (cale ) Eg (exp ) [9] Ew (cale ) Ew (exp ) [2]
46
76
29
21
38
71
40
74
12
72
11
40
41
73
14

should not be confused with covalency Covalency, in e g III-V semiconductors, leads
to an anion character of the conduction band on the expense of the anion character
of the valence band The alkali hahdes are fundamentally different in the sense that
the lowest unoccupied unhybndized states are of anion character, unlike the III-V
semiconductors Consequently, III-V semiconductors do show a strong dependence
of the size of the band gap on the metal (e g AlAs 3 099 eV, GaAs 1 519 eV, InAs
0 416 eV [10])
In conclusion, we showed that the conduction bands of alkali bromides are primarily derived from atomic Br-states As a first consequence, calculations on hahdes,
based upon methods employing atomic-like basis functions like LSW, ASW and
LCAO, should take unoccupied halogen s- and d-states into account for a proper
description of the conduction band Secondly, interpretations of experiments which
consider excitations of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band should
be based upon the fact that the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band both have primarily anionic character
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3 The conduction band of the
photographic compound AgCl
(P К de Boer and R A de Groot, submitted to The Journal of Physical Chemistry A)
ABSTRACT

Electronic structure calculations on the photographic compound AgCl are reported
It is shown that the conduction band has a large CI 4s character, contrary to the
common picture of the conduction band being derived from Ag 5s states Possible
consequences for the photographic process are discussed

3.1

Introduction

The photographic process has been studied for more than a century now but is still a
subject of vivid activity The process takes place in two steps When a photographic
film is exposed to light, a latent image is formed The latent image can be converted
into a visible image by a photographic developer
The main component of a photographic film is a silver hahde crystal Silver hahde
crystals usually have many defects like vacancies, impurities and interstitial ions, es
pecially in small crystallites A photon with an energy exceeding the band gap can
promote an electron to the conduction band of the hahde The electron is able to
recombine with an interstitial Ag+ ion to a Ag atom When more photons are ab
sorbed at the same spot a small cluster of silver metal is formed A photographic film
contains many small crystallites Crystallites which have absorbed enough photons
can be further reduced to silver metal by a developer The small silver clusters catal
yse the reduction process A thorough review on the photographic process is given
by Hamilton [1].
Due to the microscopic level at which the formation of the latent image and
the development to a visible image take place, the process is still not completely
understood One of the questions is why there is a minimum size requirement to silver
clusters to be able to catalyse further reduction to silver metal A single interstitial
Ag atom is not stable and will dissociate shortly after the photoformation Ag2
clusters are stable but are not developable Only clusters containing at least three or
four Ag atoms can act as catalysts
An important property of the silver hahde crystals is the electronic structure
AgCl and AgBr, the most important halides in photography, are insulators with
experimentally determined band gaps of 3 2 respectively 2 7 eV Several electronic
structure calculations on AgCl and AgBr have been reported [2] They showed that
the valence band consists of strongly hybridized Ag-4d and Cl-3p or Br-4p wave
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functions with an energy maximum at the symmetry point L in the Brillouin zone
(BZ). The conduction band minimum is at the Г-point, leading to an indirect band
gap. The conduction band is commonly seen to be derived from Ag-5s states.
The latter appears not to be true. We calculated the electronic structure of AgCl
and we will show that the conduction band has in fact a large anion character. We
will discuss the possible consequences of this finding for the understanding of the
photographic process.

3.2

Calculational method

Calculations were performed with the Pull Potential Linearized Augmented Plane
Wave (LAPW) method [3]. In this method no approximations arc made to the shape
of the potential. The LAPW method is based upon Density Functional Theory
with the exchange-correlation energy treated within the Local Density Approxima
tion (LDA). Experimental equilibrium unit cell parameters are used [4]. The basis
set contained approximately 450 plane waves and was improved by including local
orbitale for good description of the semi-core Ag-4p and Cl-3s states. Sphere radii of
2.0 and 2.5 atomic units were used for Ag respectively CI. The BZ integration was
performed using the modified tetrahedron method on a special mesh of 47 k-pomts
in the irreducible part of the BZ.
In order to facilitate an analysis of the conduction band in terms of atomic states,
the calculations were repeated with the Localized Spherical Wave (LSW) method [5].
This method is based upon LDA as well. The basis set was formed by spherical
Hankel functions, augmented in atom-centered spheres. Sphere radii of 2.505 and
3.757 atomic units for Ag respectively CI were used. The spheres were ьрасе-filling
and the crystal potential was represented by a potential spherically averaged inside
each sphere - the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). Spherical Hankel functions
with nl — 5s, Ad, bp for Ag and 4s, 3d, 3p for CI were taken into account.

3.3

Results

The band structure of AgCl, calculated with the LAPW method, is shown in Fig. 3-1.
The zero of energy is taken to be the top of the valence band. The lower three bands
can be identified as the CI 3p bands while the remaining five valence bands between
-2.5 and 0 eV are primarily derived from Ag id states. The Ag Ad and CI 3p states
are however strongly hybridized. The CI 3s band, not shown in the figure, lies at
-15 eV. The indirect gap between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band is 0.56 eV.
The lowest conduction band is wide, approximately 5 eV, and is commonly as
sociated with Ag 5s states. The states in this band are however very delocalized.
Fig. 3-2 shows a contour plot of the charge density in the (OOl)-plane of AgCl of the
wave function at the bottom of the conduction band. The integrated charges within
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Figure 3-1 Band structure of AgCl along some high-symmetry lines in the Bnllouin zone, calculated
with the LAPW method
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Figure 3-2 Contour plot of the charge density (in atomic units) in the (OOl)-plane of AgCl of the
wave function at the bottom of the conduction band
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Figure 3-3. Band structure of AgCI, calculated with the LSW method.

the atomic spheres are 0 15 electrons in each Ag sphere and 0.18 electrons in the CI
spheres. The remaining charge per unit cell of this state (0.67 electrons) is distributed
in the interstitial space. It should be mentioned that these charges depend in some
extend on the sphere radii chosen in the calculation. It is however clear that the wave
function is not confined to the Ag atom.
In order to analyze which atomic states are the origin of this band, the calculation
is repeated with the LSW method (see Fig. 3-3). Besides minor details in both the
valence band and conduction band almost no differences with the band structure in
Fig. 3-1 are visible. The band gap is 0.23 eV, but the difference between this value
and the LAPW gap is of the same order as differences with gaps calculated by other
methods [2]. It is known that within the ASA approximation the band structure of
semiconductors is sensitive to the choice of the sphere radii. The band structures of
Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-3 are however very similar. This assures the reliability of the ASA
approximation and justifies a further analysis of the conduction band based on the
LSW method.
The importance of CI 4s states for the conduction band is illustrated by Fig. 34, which shows the band structure of AgCl, calculated with the LSW method, but
with the CI 4s states omitted. The valence bands, with primarily Ag Ad and CI 3p
character, are nearly the same as in Fig. 3-3. The topology of the conduction band
is however completely destroyed and the size of the gap has increased enormously.
Another illustration of the importance of CI 4s stales for the conduction band
is the band structure of hypothetical fee Cl~, i.e., AgCl with the Ag+ ions removed
altogether (see Fig. 3-5). The three CI 2>p valence bands are fully occupied. The
topology of these bands is very similar to the lower three valence bands in Fig. 3-3.
The conduction band, derived from CI 4s states, shows a striking resemblance to the
conduction band of AgCl. The band gap is 3.8 eV, somewhat larger than the gap
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of 2.7 eV between the CI 3p band at the Г-point and the bottom of the conduction
band in AgCl. The difference is primarily caused by the larger widths of the CI 3p
bands and the conduction band in AgCl, due to the hybridization with Ag states.
For completeness, we also calculated the band structure of hypothetical Ag+, i.e.,
AgCl with the C I - ions omitted. The topology of the Ag 5s band shows much less
resemblance to the conduction band of AgCl in fee Ag+ than the CI 4s band in fee

er.
3.4

Discussion

Although the results of the calculations with respect to the valence band and the
size of the band gap should be considered with care, due to LDA, the analysis of
the conduction band on the basis of LDA calculations is justified. The exchangecorrelation energy in LDA lacks the required discontinuity at the Fermi energy and
LDA suffers from the spurious self-interaction. The main effect is a positioning of
the valence bands at higher energies. This effect is quantitatively different for the
Ag Ad states respectively the CI 3p states. Therefore binding energies are not well
predicted by LDA [2,6]. Furthermore, since the valence band energies are too high,
the calculated size of the band gap is much smaller than the experimental value, a
common artefact of the LDA approximation.
The application of LDA, however, does not have important consequences for the
conduction band. This band is unoccupied and therefore does not suffer from the
self-interaction. It has been shown that in other semiconductors the topology and the
wave function character of the conduction band is not much altered by improvements
on LDA [7]. It is expected that also in AgCl corrections to LDA, be it self-interaction
correction or an LDA+U scheme, will have no effect on the nature of the conduction
band in first approximation.
Taking these considerations into account, it is clear from the results of the calcu
lations, presented in the previous section, that the conduction band has a large CI 4s
character. It is therefore not justified, to say the least, to see the conduction band
as being derived from Ag 5s states. In fact, since this band has a very delocalized,
free electron-like character, it is not appropriate to associate this band with atomic
states. However, if one insists to do so, based on the charge density at the bottom of
the conduction band and the bandstructure of hypothetical Cl~ the conduction band
should rather be associated with CI 4s states.
Bennebroek et al. have reported experimental evidence of the chlorine character
of the conduction band [8]. They determined the wave function character of the
intrinsic shallow electron center. A shallowly trapped electron strongly resembles a
conduction electron and it was found that it has indeed a large CI character.
It has previously been shown that the conduction band in the related alkali halides
has a predominant anion character as well [9]. The most important difference between
silver halides and alkali halides is the valence band, due to the presence of Ag 4d
states in the silver halides. The conduction band of the silver halides however is very
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similar to the conduction band of the alkali halides [10], which can be attributed to
the halogen character of these bands.
The origin of the conduction band in silver halides could have consequences for
the understanding of the photographic process. The common picture is that the
conduction band of the silver halides is derived from Ag 5s states and that the 5s
level of an interstitial Ag ion lies below the bottom of the conduction band due to
the smaller Madelung potential at interstitial positions. The highest occupied states
of clusters of Ag atoms have even lower energies, while the Fermi energy of bulk
silver metal lies 1.2-1.5 eV below the conduction band of the halides. It cannot be
excluded that, due to the anion character of the conduction band, the 5s level of a
single interstitial ion lies in fact above the bottom of the conduction band, and that
only clusters of more than one Ag atom have an highest occupied level below the
conduction band. This would serve a possible explanation why single interstitial Ag
atoms are not stable and why the minimum size of a silver metal cluster to be stable
and developable is three or four atoms.
To our knowledge, two electronic structure calculations on interstitial Ag+ ions
in AgCl, based on the CNDO (complete neglect of differential overlap) method [11]
respectively the D V - X Q method [12], have been reported. In both references it is
claimed that the 5s level of interstitial Ag+ ions lies below the conduction band.
However, in both calculations the CI 4s states were neglected.
It is rather difficult to test the hypothesis that the 5s level of an interstitial
Ag+ ion lies above the bottom of the conduction band with calculations based on
LDA, due to the underestimation of the band gap. Elaborate electronic structure
calculations, going beyond LDA and taking CI 4s states into account, are therefore
highly desirable.
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4 T h e conduction bands of MgO, MgS
and H f 0 2
(P.K. de Boer and R.A. de Groot, Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 10, 10241
(1998))
ABSTRACT

Electronic structure calculations on MgO, MgS and НГО2 are reported. It is shown
that the conduction bands of MgO and MgS have predominant anion character,
contrary to the common picture of the conduction band being derived from cation
states. In transition metal oxides unoccupied anion states are less important due to
the presence of metal d states. The anion states are, however, still not negligible for
a correct description of the conduction band, as will be shown for НГО2.

4.1 Introduction
The alkali-earth chalcogenides MgO and MgS are well-known compounds [1-4]. They
are ionic insulators and crystallize in the NaCl structure. The valence band is formed
by hybridized О 2p respectively S 3p states, while the bottom of the conduction band
is commonly associated with Mg 3s states.
The latter is a rather intuitive interpretation of the conduction band based on
the picture that, when a crystal is formed by Mg atoms and either О or S atoms, the
Mg 3s electrons are transferred to the chalcogen. We performed electronic structure
calculations on MgO and MgS in order to reveal the origin of the conduction bands of
these compounds. For comparison also the electronic structure of a transition metal
oxide, Hf0 2 , is calculated.
In the next section some details and a justification of the calculational methods
are given. In section 4.3 the results of the calculations on successively MgO, MgS
and НГО2 will be discussed. In section 4.4 some concluding remarks will be made.

4.2

Methods

The electronic structures of all compounds considered here were calculated with
the Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method [5]. In this
method no approximations to the shape of the potential are made. The basis set
contained approximately 250 (500) plane waves for MgO and MgS (Hf0 2 ) and was
extended with local orbitals for a better description of semicore states. The Brillouin
zone (BZ) integration was performed using the modified tetrahedron method on a
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special mesh of 72 (47) k-points in the irreducible part of the BZ of MgO and MgS
(НГО2). Experimental equilibrium unit cell parameters were used in all cases.
In order to describe the conduction bands in terms of atomic wave functions, some
calculations were performed with the Localized Spherical Wave (LSW) method [6].
In this method the potential is represented by spherically averaged potentials in
overlapping space-filling spheres centered at the atomic nuclei (the atomic sphere
approximation (ASA)). It is known that within ASA the electronic structure could be
dependent on the specific choice of sphere radii. A thorough analysis of the influence
of these parameters is made, providing both a justification of the ASA approximation
and an insight in the failure of ASA in cases where incomplete basis sets are used.
The basis sets were built by spherical Hankel functions, augmented in the spheres.
The augmentation energies were chosen by solving the intra-atomic Schrödingcr equation for each combination of quantum numbers η and / in each sphere (see the pa
per by Williams, Kiibler and Gelatt on augmented spherical wave calculations [7]).
These Hankel energies were calculated self-consistently, i.e. they were recalculated
at the beginning of each iteration during the scf-cycle. This procedure ensured that
the augmentation energies were close to the band energies of interest, so that the
error due to the linearization process was small. Spherical Hankel functions with
nl = 3s, 3p, 3d were used for Mg, 3s, 2p, 3d for O, 4s, 3p, 3d for S, and 6s, 6p, bd for
Hf.
Both the LAPW method and the LSW method are based on Density Functional
Theory, with the exchange correlation energy treated within the Local Density Ap
proximation (LDA). It is known that LDA suffers from the spurious self-interaction
and that the LDA exchange correlation energy lacks the required discontinuity at the
Fermi energy. The main deficiency of LDA in the compounds considered in this paper
is a positioning of valence band states at too high energies, while the effects on the
conduction bands are much less pronounced since these bands are unoccupied. As a
consequence, calculated band gaps are too small compared with experimental values,
but an analysis of the conduction bands based on LDA calculations is justified.
Relativistic effects were included in the calculations except for the spin-orbit in
teraction. The neglect of spin-orbit interaction has some influence on the Hf bd states
in НЮ2. However, since the spin-orbit coupling of Hf bd states is smaller than the
energy difference between the bottom of the conduction band and unoccupied bands
derived from other states, this will not disturb the discussion on the origin of the
conduction bands in this compound.

4.3

Results

In this section we will mainly discuss the electronic structure of MgO, which will be
presented in section 4.3.1. It will be shown that the conduction band has primarily О
3s character. An analysis on the ASA approach will be given in section 4.3.1 as well.
In section 4.3.2 we will show that the conduction band of MgS primarily originates
from S 4s and S 3d states. To stress the different influence between alkali-earth metals
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The band structure of MgO along some high-symmetry lines in the Bnllouin zone,

calculated with the LAPW method The zero of energy is at the top of the valence band

and transition metals on the conduction band in oxides, we will discuss the electronic
structure of the transition metal oxide HfCb in section 4 3 3

4.3.1

MgO

The oxide MgO [1-3] crystallizes in the NaCl structure with a lattice parameter
о = 4 2112 Á [8] The band structure of MgO, calculated with the LAPW method, is
shown in figure 4-1 The valence bands have a width of 5 eV and are primarily derived
from О 2p states The О 2s states, not shown in the figure, lie at 16 eV below the
top of the valence band Both the valence band maximum and the conduction band
minimum lie at the center of the BZ, predicting a direct gap, which is in agreement
with experiment The size of the band gap is 4 7 eV, which is smaller than the
experimentally determined value of 7 8 eV [2] The underestimation of the band gap
by a factor of roughly two is a common artefact of LDA calculations in these kind of
compounds
The conduction band is a wide, rather free electron-like band Figuie 4-2 shows a
contour plot of the charge density of the wave function at the bottom of the conduc
tion band in the (OOl)-plane of MgO The wave function is primarily centered at the
О ions The charge of this wave function is distributed among the О spheres (0 356
3s electrons per sphere), the interstitial space (0 316 electrons) and the Mg spheres
(0 128 electrons per sphere) The sphere radii, chosen in the calculation, were 0 90 A
for Mg, and 1 20 Ä for О The ratio of the chosen sphere radii r o / r M g = 1 33, is
much smaller than the commonly accepted ratio of ionic radii [9], which is close to
2 Hence, the charge of the wave function at the bottom of the conduction band is
primarily confined to the О ions
In order to facilitate an analysis of the conduction band in terms of atomic-like
wave functions, the band strutture is also calculated with the LSW method The
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Figure 4-2 A contour plot in the (OOl)-plane of the charge density (in atomic units) at the bottom
of the conduction band of MgO
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Figure 4-3 The band structure of MgO, calculated with the LSW method
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Figure 4-4 Likefigure4-3, but О Зя states were neglected in the calculation
band structure, calculated with the sphere radii гщ = 1 15 Â and ?Ό = 1 43 Ä, is
shown m figure 4-3 It shows a very good resemblance to the LAPW band structure
in figure 4-1, although minor differences are visible at higher energies This assures
the reliability of the ASA approximation.
Figure 4-4 shows again the LSW band structure of MgO, but now calculated
without О 3s states The band gap is indirect now and has ine rcased to 9 4 eV,
which is even larger than the experimental value The direct gap at the Г-point is
even 10 7 eV The го/гщ ratio of 1 24 m this calculation was also relatively small [9]
The fact that the presence of О 3s states still has a strong influence on the band
structure shows that О 3s states are very important for a correct description of the
conduction band. If the О 3s states would he much higher in energy they would not
have much influence on the band structure when neglected
Determining the wave function character of a delocahzed band in terms of atomic
wave functions is encountered with some difficulties Several criteria are possible in
order to judge with which atom a particular wave function or band should be asso
ciated Among the theoretical criteria are the charge density, the integrated charges
within specific volumes, the sensitivity of the band structure to the absence of specific
basis functions, overlap integrals with specific basis functions and a cation- or anionfree band structure (see, for instance, section 4 3 2) From the experimental point of
view, the measurement of electron nuclear double iesonance (ENDOR) spectra, which
determines the wave function character at atomic nuclei, is an important instrument
The question arises whether it is useful to assign atomic states to a free electron-like
band at all If one insists on doing so, the lowest conduction band of MgO should
be associated with О 3s states This is especially important m electronic structure
calculations. Unoccupied anion s states are not always included in calculations based
on the ASA approach, while, for instance, quantummechamcal cluster methods often
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Table 4-1. Direct band gaps of MgO at the Г-point as a function of the sphere radii, calculated
with the LSW method. The first two columns list the radii of the Mg and О spheres. The other
two columns show the band gaps, calculated with respectively without the inclusion of 0 3s states
in the basis set.

radii (A)
''Mg

r

o

gap (eV)
О 35

no О 3s

0.79

1.58

42

15.4

1.15

1.43

4.7

10.7

1.31

1.31

5.1

6.9

1.43

1.15

4.4

5.4

are not able to include those states at all.
The oxygen character of the conduction band has an interesting consequence in
ASA calculations. Within ASA one has the freedom to chose the sphere radii. Table
4-1 shows the band gap of MgO, calculated for a wide range of sphere radii, with and
without the inclusion of О 3s states in the basis set. When those states are taken
into account, the size of the band gap is not much dependent on the choice of sphere
radii. Within the wide range considered here, the difference with the the accurate
LAPW value is always smaller than ten percent. Such differences are not unusual
when comparing different methods.
When the O 3.s states are not taken into account, however, the size of the band
gap is not merely too large compared with the LAPW gap, but it depends also very
much on the choice of sphere radii. Also the topology of the conduction bands changes
considerably when the radii are varied, the band gap becoming indirect for very large
О radii.
These results can be explained as follows. The conduction band has a predominant
О 3s character. When О 3s states are neglected, i.e. the calculations are performed
with an incomplete basis set, the conduction band cannot be correctly described with
the available basis functions. Due to their rather delocalized character however, the
states at the bottom of the conduction band can to some extend be described by Mg
states by taking a very large, unphysical, radius for the Mg spheres. On the other
hand, the error is largest for the largest О radii. Hence, the size of the deviation from
the correct band structure is very dependent on the sphere radii if an incomplete
basis set is used.

4.3.2

MgS

The sulfide MgS crystallizes in the NaCl structure as well, but the lattice parameter
is larger (a = 5.2033 A [8]) due to the large anion. The band structure, calculated
with the LAPW method, is shown in figure 4-5. The S 3s states, not shown, lie at
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Figure 4-5 The band structure of MgS, calculated with the LAPW method

11-13 eV below the top of the valence band, which is formed by hybridized S 3p states
The conduction band minimum is positioned ad the X-pomt in the BZ, leading to an
indirect band gap of 2 6 eV The direct gap at Г is 3 5 eV Experimental data are not
available, but the prediction of an indirect band gap is in agreement with previous
calculations [3,4]
The wave function of the lowest conduction band at Г has a predominant S 4s
character, in analogy to the О 3s character of the conduction band minimum of
MgO The wave function at the bottom of the conduction band, at X, has a strong
contribution from S 3d states
The sulphur character of the conduction bands is most convincingly sho\vn by
figure 4-6 This figure shows the band structure of an hypothetical fee lattice of
S2~ ions, which can be seen as MgS with the λ ^ 2 + ions taken out altogether The
resemblance with the band structure of MgS itself is striking Both the valence bands
and the conduction bands are almost identical, which shows that there is almost no
influence of Mg states in this energy region The role of the Mg ions is therefore
primarily to stabilize MgS in its existing structure

4.3.3

НЮ2

The electronic structure of Hf0 2 [10] was calculated for the fee phase of НЮ2 with
the lattice parameter а — Ъ 115 Â [8] The fee structure is a high-temperature phase
of Hf0 2 , the low-temperature phase having monochnic symmetry The monochnic
structure, however, is just a small distortion of the high-symmetiy fee structure Since
the purpose of this paper is to give an insight in the predominant factors determining
the wave function character of the conduction band of chalcogcnides, we will merely
discuss the more simple fee phase
Fee HfO¿ has the CaF2 crystal structure It can be seen as a simple cubic lattice
of О atoms with half the lattice parameter of НЮ2, while half of the О cubes arc
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Figure 4-6 The band structure of a fee lattice of S 2 ~ ions with the same lattice parameter as MgS
Shown are the S Zp, S 4* and S 3d bands

filled with an Hf atom and the other half are empty
The band structure of НЮ2 is shown m figure 4-7 The semicore О 2s and Hf
4/ states, which he at 16-18 eV respectively 11 5 eV below the top of the valence
band are not shown The valence bands, formed by hybridized О 2p states, have a
width of 6 5 eV The band gap, which is 3 6 eV, is direct since both the valence band
maximum and the conduc tion band minimum he at the X-point
The two lowest conduction bands are primarily derived from Hf 5d (eg) states
The Hf 5rf fog) states form three bands between 6-10 eV above the top of the аіеш e
band There is one other band in this region, which is rather dispersive in the direction
ГХ This band can be identified as an О 3s band The charge density of this band
at the Г-poiiit (energy 5 6 eV) is shown in figure 4-8 It is с lear that a main part of
the charge is confined to the oxygen atoms which he in the middle of the figure A
substantial part of the charge is positioned at the centers of the oxygen cubes which
he at the middle of both the top and the bottom line of the figure As is the case 111
MgO and MgS, the unoccupied cation s states he at much higher energies

4.4

Conclusions

The conduction band of MgO and MgS has a predominant anion character In MgO
the bottom of the conduction band is positioned at the Г-point and originates primar
ily from О 3 s states Due to the presence of S 3d states the bottom of the conduction
band of MgS lies at the A'-point in the BZ, while the lowest conduction band at Г
has mainly S 4s character These results are contrary to the common picture of the
conduction band in alkali-earth chalcogemdes being pnmanly den ved from cation
states Foimer calculations did not reveal the origin of the conduction band either
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Figure 4-7 The band structure of ftr HfO¿, calculated with the LAPW method
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Figure 4-8. A contour plot of the charge density of the wave function at the Г-point of HfO¿, with
an energy of 5 6 eV above the top of the valence band Shown is the (HO)-plane which intersects
both Hf and 0 atoms as well as the empty positions at the centers of the oxygen cubes
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since the results were not well analyzed, or since unoccupied anion states were not
even included in the basis set
Unoccupied anion states are less important for the conduction bands m transition
metal oxides, as we have shown for НГО2 The lower conduction bands are primarily
derived from metal d states, although the О 3s states still he below the unoccupied
metal s states
It has recently been shown that the conduction band in alkali hahdes has a pre
dominant anion character as well [11] The alkali hahdes are strongly related to
the alkali-earth chalcogenides MgO and MgS and almost all alkali hahdes exist in
the NaCl crystal structure Further, they all are ionic insulators with a completely
filled valence band derived from anion ρ states The mam difference is the charge
of the ions, which is either +1 or —1 for the alkali hahdes, while the ions in alkaliearth chalcogenides have charges of either +2 or —2 The results in this paper show
that also the conduction band of both categories are similar, 1 e in both classes of
compounds it is primarily derived from anion states as well Further it is worthy to
mention that also MgH2 has valence and conduction bands which both are determined
by the anions [12]
The peculiar property of the ASA approach, that the band gap of ionic insulators
sometimes is strongly dependent on the sphere radii chosen in the calculation, is
clarified in this paper as well We have shown that in the case of MgO this effect
can be addressed to the use of an incomplete basis set When enough variational
freedom is taken into account in the eneigy region of the conduction bands, the
strong dependence of the band gap on the sphere radii is not found
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Electronic structure of Ь а і _ х С а х М п О з

(P.К. de Boer, H. van Leuken, R.A. de Groot, G.E. Barberis and T. Rojo, Solid
State Communications 102, 621 (1997))
ABSTRACT

Electronic structure calculations on Ьао5Сао5МпОз are reported. Calculations were
performed with the Full Potential LAPW method within the Local Density Ap
proximation (LDA) as well as the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). The
ferromagnetic phase of Lao sCao 5МПО3 is half-metallic, which is important in the
relation to the colossal magnetoresistance properties of this compound.
There has recently been much interest in the magnetism and the transport properties
of Lai_1CaIMnÜ3 and related manganites [1,2]. The manganites with 0.2 < χ < 0.5
are ferromagnetic and their resistivity depends strongly on the temperature. An ex
ternal magnetic field can lower the resistivity by several orders of magnitude, resulting
in colossal magnetoresistance (CMR). Both the resistivity and the CMR peak at or
near the Curie temperature.
Lao sCao sMn0 3 lies on the cross-over between ferromagnetic (x < 0.5) and antiferromagnetic (x > 0.5) behaviour [3]. We calculated the electronic structure of this
system for ferromagnetic as well as A-type antiferromagnetic arrangement of the Mn
ions. The crystal structure of the ferromagnetic phase is cubic according to several
authors [4 6]. Also an orthorhombic structure is reported [7], but no details about
the sample preparation and possible deviations from perfect stoichiometry are given.
We assume a cubic crystal with a lattice constant о = 7.2411 atomic units.
The substitution of La by Ca was performed by taking two cubes of the perovskite
LaMnOß above each other and replacing one La atom by a Ca atom, resulting in a
tetragonal unit cell with с = 2α. The Full Potential LAPW method [8] was used, i.e.
no shape approximations to the potential were assumed. The standard set of basis
functions was supplemented with local orbitals for better description of semi-core
states and to avoid numerical errors due to the linearization process. Approximately
1500 LAPW's were used. The Brillouin zone integration was performed on a special
mesh of 75 k-points. The Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), in the pa
rameterization by Perdew et al. [9], is used but a comparison with LDA-calculations
is made to indicate the small difference between GGA and LDA in this system. The
atomic radii are 2.0 atomic units for the La and Ca atoms, and 1.8 atomic units for
the Mn and О atoms.
Figure 5-1 shows the GGA total density of states of the ferromagnetic phase of
LaosCao5Mn03 for both spin directions. This figure shows that LaosCaosMnOj is
half-metallic: metallic for majority spin electrons, but semiconducting with a gap of
1.5 eV for minority spin electrons. The magnetic moment per unit cell is therefore
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Energy (eV)

Figure 5-1. Total DOS of ferromagnetic Lao.sCao 5M11O3, calculated within GGA.

necessarily integer. In this case it is 7 μη, or 3.5 μπ per Mn atom. There are
not many reports on saturated magnetic moments in Lao.sCao.sMnOa. A moment
of 2.2 μρ is reported in Lao^Cao «МпОз at low temperatures [3], but the moment
was not fully saturated. If Л^Я^+МпОз is half-metallic, the saturated magnetic
moment at zero temperature should be 4-х per Mn atom. Some reports indicate
such a moment [10,11], others give some deviations of tenths of μβ [12,13] or more.
However, oxygen defects often play a substantial role and the moments are not always
fully saturated.
The bands between 7.5 eV and 1.5 eV below the Fermi energy have primarily О
2p character. The Mn d bands are unoccupied by the spin down electrons. Around 1
eV below the Fermi energy lie the spin up Mn t,29 bands. The Fermi energy crosses a
broad band of Mn eg orbitals strongly mixed with О 2p orbitals, which is in agreement
with spectroscopy experiments [14,15]. The density of states at the Fermi energy is
low. The wave functions at the Fermi energy have 69% Mn 3d character and 23%
О 2p character. Thus the band structure confirms the widespread assumption of
localized ti9 electrons and non-localized eg electrons. This can also be seen in the
magnetic moment. The moment within a Mn sphere, is 2.94 μ#. The remaining part
of the moment is spread out over the oxygen atoms (0.07 μβ per О atom) and the
interstitial space. At 3 eV above the Fermi energy lie the La 4f states (not shown in
the DOS figure).
There is a small difference between GGA and LDA in this system. The LDA [16]
total density of states is sho\vn in figure 5-2. For the spin up direction almost no
difference between the GGA and the LDA results can be seen. The conduction band
of the spin down direction, with primarily Mn i2s character, has decreased in energy
a little bit, as compared to the GGA band structure. This has two consequences.
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Energy (eV)

Figure 5-2. Total DOS of ferromagnetic Lao.sCao 5M11O3, calculated within LDA.
First, the gap between the valence band and the conduction band has decreased to
1.4 eV. Second, the Fermi energy lies in the conduction band. Therefore the LDA
results show metallic character instead of half-metallic. The nearly half-metallic
character of the LDA results has also been reported by others [17]. The electronic
structure of transition-metal oxides is an area where the reliability of LDA is not
always assured. However, enough experience exists to know what the consequences
of a better treatment than LDA, be it self-interaction correction or LDA+U etc., will
be. Both corrections lead to increased band gaps because of the lowering in energy
of occupied states and/or the increase in energy of empty states. It is thus expected
that, if a further improvement beyond GGA will influence the band structure, the
distance between the Fermi energy and the conduction band of the non-conducting
spin direction will increase.
The magnetic structure of Lao.sCao.sMnOa depends on the temperature. Below
a temperature TN (150-180 K) it is antiferromagnetically ordered but for TN < Τ <
Tc (220-230 K) ferromagnetic [3,7]. The crystal structure of AFM Lao 5 Cao. 5 Mn0 3
is not clear. Radaelli et al. reported a orthorhombic structure [7], as well as for
the FM phase, but with different lattice parameters. More reports of a structural
transition, accompanying a FM to AFM transition, in Л^В^+МпОз have been
published [13,18,19]. According to Gong et al. the crystal structure of Lai_ T Ca x Mn03
stays cubic when χ passes 0.5 [4]. Earlier a tetragonal structure for χ > 0.5 is
reported [20]. We calculated, within GGA, A-type AFM La0.5Cao.5Mn03 in the
same structure as in the calculations for the ferromagnetic phase.
The total energy of the AFM phase is 9 meV lower than the FM total energy.
This confirms the fact that the ground state at zero temperature is antiferromagnetic.
The total DOS of the AFM phase is shown in figure 5-3. In this structure AFM
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Energy (eV)

Figure 5-3. Total DOS of A-type antiferromagnetic Lao.sCao.sMnOa.

La0.5Cao 5M11O3 is metallic. In the orthorhombic phase, AFM Ьа^Сао^МпОз has
a very high resistivity at low temperatures [7], so the structure is presumably very
important for the transport properties. Further calculations should be performed for
other crystal structures.
The relation between magnetic and transport properties in manganitcs has been
dedicated to the double exchange mechanism [21]. In this theory electronic transport
is performed by hopping of electrons from one Mn ion to the other. The Mn ions are
assumed to be atomic-like and to follow the Hund rules. Therefore an electron on
a Mn 3 + {t?¿geg) ion can only hop to a neighbouring Mn41 (t\g) ion if these two ions
are parallel aligned. The hopping must occur via oxygen atoms, which lie between
the Mn atoms in the perovskite structure. An electron hops from a Mn atom to an
oxygen atom and simultaneously another electron, with the same spin, hops from the
oxygen atom to the next Mn atom. So according to this double exchange mechanism
conduction is only possible through aligned Mn atoms.
However, the e9 conduction electrons are not localized at the Mn atoms, but are
band-like because of their substantial oxygen character. It is therefore essential to
treat these electrons in a band picture. As we have shown, the band structure confirms
the assumption that conduction is only possible if the Mn atoms are parallel aligned.
In fact, the double exchange mechanism can be viewed as the atomic limit of the
half-metallic band picture.
We now address the relation between the half-metallic properties and the occurrence of CMR. At zero temperature the magnetization points uniformly in one
direction. The majority spin electrons can travel easily through this domain. At nonzero temperature small domains with magnetizations in other directions are formed.
They increase in size and number if the temperature increases. Assuming that the
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half-metallic properties within these domains arc preserved, walls between regions
of opposite magnetization are insulating. When the temperature reaches the Curie
temperature, the correlation length diverges. Thus reaching the Curie temperature
there are less and less percolating paths for the majority spin electrons, and there
fore the resistivity increases. When a magnetic field is switched on, the domains are
aligned, resulting in a low resistivity and a huge magnetoresistance. The effect of this
mechanism is enhanced if the dimensionality of the system is decreased, because of
the reduced degree of freedom to create percolating paths. Experiments show indeed
that thin films exhibit larger values of CMR than bulk samples. And also in the
layered perovskite (La,Sr) n + ) Mn 7 l 03 r l + i, in which conduction primarily occurs within
the pseudo-twodimensional Mn-0 planes, the highest CMR values are found for the
lowest η [22]. Recently this behaviour of the resistivity in half-metallic ferromag
netic manganites has been descubed, below and above the Curie temperature, by an
Ising-hke model [23].
Considering the origin of the half-metallic magnetism, it should be stressed that
this is quite different from the half-metallic magnetism in the Heusler Сц, alloys,
where it was first discovered [24] In the latter case it proved to be quite subtle, the
Heusler Сц, structure being pseudo-isostructural and the minority spin direction (the
non-metallic one) being iso-electronic with the well known III-V semiconductors. The
origin of the half-metallic behaviour here is much simpler. Strong magnets are defined
by the fact that the d-shell for one spin direction is either completely filled or empty,
e.g. nickel. That nickel is not half-metallic originates from the non-polarized s-band.
In compound formation these itinerant electrons are transferred to the anions. Hence
the manganites are strongly magnetic ionic compounds and all strongly magnetic
ionic compounds should be half-metallic. In this sense there is a close resemblance
with СгОг [25]. The delicate crystal structure and composition dependence of the
half-metallic properties, as found in the Heusler alloys, is not to be expected here.
Finally we address the question why the perovskites show unusual magnetoresistances while they have not been reported for half-metallic ferromagnets like the
Heusler alloys [26-28]. There are two aspects on the perovskites which are distinct
from the Heusler alloys. First of all, the charge earners in the Heusler alloys are free
electron like with effective masses at about unity, while the charge carriers in the
perovskites are band-like for the eg, but much more localized. As a consequence, the
thickness of the interface between volumes of opposite magnetization (defined as the
distance between the positions of the occurrence of genuine half-metallic behaviour
in the two volumes) is one atomic distance for the perovskites [29], but is probablv substantial larger for the Heusler alloys. The second difference is the spin-flip
probability. The charge carriers in the Heusler alloys have primarily Sb character
(/=1) which shows a large spin-orbit interaction. The states in the perovskites which
possibly can contribute to the spin-flip probability are the La 4f states, but they
are located quite far above the Fermi energy (in practice even more than the LDA
calculations show).
Experiments to test the validity of the half-metallic properties of the manganites
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are highly desirable. An indirect test is provided by accurate determination of the
magnetic moment and the actual composition of Ьаі_ І Са 1 МпОз_ у . The half-metallic
properties predict a moment of 4-x+2y. In the archetype of half-metallic magnets,
NiMnSb, a crucial experiment proved to be spin-resolved positron annihilation [30,31].
Such experiments are highly desirable on Lai-jCaxMnOj as well. Since CMR is so
closely related to half-metallic behaviour in our model it is also desirable to perform
magnetoresistance measurements on СгОгIn conclusion, we presented GGA and LDA calculations on Lao.sCao.sMnO.T for
the FM and A-type AFM phase in a cubic crystal structure. The AFM phase is lowest
in energy, in agreement with experiment. The FM phase is half-metallic, which can
be important with respect to the CMR in manganites.
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6 T h e electronic s t r u c t u r e of colossal
magnetoresistive manganites
(P.K. de Boer and R.A. de Groot, Computational Material.1; Science 10, 240 (1998))
ABSTRACT

The ferromagnetic manganites Лі-з-В^МпО.з (A a trivalent element and В divalent)
have been subject of intensive study in the past few years. These manganites ex
hibit colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), i.e. their resistance can drop several orders
of magnitude under influence of an external magnetic field. Electronic structure cal
culations show that these manganites are half-metallic: they are conducting for one
spin direction exclusively. The possible relation between half-metallic magnetism and
colossal magnetoresistance is discussed.
There is considerable interest in large, negative magnetoresistance. Early develop
ments were in the area of metallic multilayers [1]. These multilayers consist of al
ternate stacking of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic metals. The exchange coupling
between the ferromagnetic layers takes place through the non-magnetic layers. It can
be tuned by the variation of the thickness of the non-magnetic layer to be (weakly)
antiferromagnetic.
The direction of the magnetization of the magnetic layers can be forced to be
parallel by an external magnetic field. A large reduction in the resistance results.
This phenomenon was called "giant" magnetoresistance. While the details of the
explanation of the giant magnetoresistance is still an area of active research, it is
worthwhile remarking here that the asymmetry of the electronic structure for the
two spin directions at the Fermi energy for the magnetic layer is a crucial ingredient
in any theory. The largest asymmetry possible is found in so-called half-metallic
ferromagncts, systems which are metallic for one spin direction exclusively [2].
Considerable larger negative magnctoresistances are found in the quaternary man
ganites Аі_хВхМпОз where A stands for a trivalent metal (La, rare earth) and В is
a divalent metal (Ca, Sr, Ba) [3]. Magnctoresistances of 10ь% [4] and higher have
been reported ("colossal" magnetoresistance). This paper reports on the electronic
structure of one of these materials and the possible relation with the colossal magne
toresistance.
We focus on the compound Ьаі-хСаяМпОз, which has been studied extensively
experimentally. The magnetic ordering of Lai^Ca^MnOa at low temperatures de
pends on the doping. Ьа^^СахМпОз is an antiferromagnetic insulator for χ < 0.2
and χ > 0.5, while it is a ferromagnet for 0.2 < χ < 0.5. In and near the ferro
magnetic regime the colossal magnetoresistances occur most strongly. Manganites
with other elements A and В sometimes have a more complex phase diagram. But
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in general they all have insulating endpoints χ = 0 and χ = 1 (though not always
antiferromagnetic but sometimes with a canted spin structure) and a ferromagnetic
intermediate regimeThe crystal structure of colossal magnetoresistive manganites is basically a simple
perovskite. However, depending on the specific elements A and В the perovskitc
structure can be distorted, leading to a wide variation in reported crystal structures,
such as cubic, orthorhombic, tetragonal and rhombohedral. For instance, СаМпОз is
cubic while ЬаМпОз has a strongly distorted perovskite structure with orthorhombic
symmetry. In the intermediate region the structure is either an undistorted (cubic)
or slightly distorted (orthorhombic) perovskite.
A special case is the χ — 0.5 compound, for several reasons. First of all, it has a
complex temperature dependent magnetic behaviour [5]. LaosCaosMnOs orders ferromagnetically at 220-230 K, but the magnetic ordering changes to antiferromagnetic
at 150-180 K. Second, the FM-AFM transition is accompanied by a structural transi
tion. There is some controversy about the exact crystal structure of LaosCao 5M11O3.
Some authors reported a cubic crystal [4], others an orthorhombic one [5], the distor
tion of the perovskite structure being small in the FM phase and somewhat bigger in
the AFM phase. And third, for this special value of χ charge ordering can occur.
We now present the calculations on Lai-sCa^lnC^. The doping of La by Ca can
in a calculation - only be performed by considering a unit cell consisting of several
formula units ЬаМпОз and replacing one or more La atoms by Ca atoms. For general
values of the doping χ this results in very large unit cells and elaborate calculations.
Therefore we concentrate on Lao sCao sMn0 3 . Keeping in mind the controversy about
the crystal structure of this compound the crystal structure is assumed to be cubic.
The substitution of La by Ca was performed by taking two cubes of the perovskite
LaMnÜ3 above each other and replacing one La atom by a Ca atom, resulting in a
tetragonal unit cell with с = 2a. Later we will discuss the influence of the crystal
structure on the electronic structure in manganites.
The calculations were performed with the Full Potential LAPW method [6], i.e.
no shape approximations to the potential were assumed. The LAPW method is based
upon the Density Functional Theory (DFT), which is in principle exact but needs
an approximation to the exchange-correlation energy to become numerically feasible.
The Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [7] was used, but a comparison is
made with standard calculations within the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [8],
in order to indicate the small but important difference in the results between the two
approximations in this system. For details on the calculation we refer to reference [9].
The total density of states (DOS) of ferromagnetic Lao sCao дМпОз is shown in
figure 6-1. The zero energy is the Fermi energy. The bands between 7.5 eV and 1.5
eV below the Fermi energy have primarily oxygen 2p character. Around 1-1.5 eV
below the Fermi energy lie the spin up Mn ¿2, bands. The Fermi energy crosses a
broad spin up band of manganese e.g Orbitals strongly mixed with oxygen 2p orbitals.
There are no spin down states at the Fermi energy, since the Fermi energy lies in a
gap of 1.5 eV between the oxygen 2p states and the minority conduction band. This
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Figure 6-1 Total DOS of ferromagnetic Lao •iCao 5МГ1О3, calculated within GGA

means that ЬаовСао^МпОз is half-metallic metallic for the majority spin electrons
but semiconducting for the minority electrons
We now emphasize the importance of GGA in this system An LDA calcula
tion leads to a similar picture, concerning the position of the oxygen 2p-states and
the manganese 3d-states The most important difference is the minority conduction
band which lies slightly lower in energy in the LDA case as compared with the GGA
picture As a consequence the gap between the oxygen 2p-statcs and the minority
conduction band has decreased to 1 4 eV, and, more impoitanth, the Fermi energy
lies now in the conduction band This means that the LDA calculations do not result
in a half-metallic electronic structure, but just in a metallic one Previous LDA calcu
lations also showed this metallic picture of the manganites, which was called "nearly"
half-metallic [10] Further improvements like self-interaction correction (SIC) could
enhance the half-metallic chai acter, because SIC leads possibly to energetically lower
occupied states, an effect which is stronger the more localized the bands aro In the
manganites this would lead to a larger band gap and a Fermi energy well below the
minority conduction band
At low temperature LaosCaosMnO^ is antiferromagnetic We calculated A-t\pe
AFM Lao5Cao5Mn03 in the same crystal structure as in the FM phase The total
energy of the AFM phase is lower in energy (9 meV per unit cell) than the FM total
energy Though the A-type antiferromagnetic structure is not of the experimentally
found type it is clear that the FM phase is not the ground state, in agreement with
experiment
The total DOS (figure 6-2) shows that AFM La0 5 Ca 0 5М11СЦ is metallic, in dis
agreement with the expeiimentally known transpoit properties which indicate that
it is insulating Several aspects ran influence the conductivity here Fust while the
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crystal structure in the FM phase is a perfect or only slightly distorted perovskite,
it is more distorted in the AFM phase. Second, the AFM phase is in fact of the
complex CE-type [11]. Third, it is well known that at χ = 0.5 in the AFM phase of
Лі-яДгМпОз charge ordering can occur [12].
It is not unreasonable to expect that ferromagnetic manganites with a; < 0.5 are
also half-metallic. Previously published calculations revealed the electronic structure
of the χ = i and χ = j compounds of Laj-xCa^MnOa. They showed ordinary
metallic behaviour, but these calculations were performed within LDA. With the
Fermi energy lying just, at the bottom of the minority conduction band it is expected
that improvements over LDA will give truly half-metallic properties. Half-metallic
magnetism could give an explanation for the colossal magnetoresistance, as л е will
sen later.
We now address the question of the origin of the half-metallic behaviour in these
manganites and the comparison with earlier half-metallic systems. The explanation of
the half-metallic behaviour in the first compounds recognized as such (NiMnSb) [2]
depends on both the crystal structure and the chemical composition. The crystal
structure is pseudo-isostructural with zincblende, while the minority spin direction is
iso-electronic with GaAs. The band structure, gap, bonding etc. for the minority spin
direction of NiMnSb is typical that of a III-V semiconductor, while for the majority
spin the compound behaves like an alloy. Thus the half-metallic properties are quite
subtle, depending on both the structure and the composition.
A quite distinct category may exist in the limit of narrow band width materials. In
the case of an exchange and crystal field splitting etc. in access of the band width one
can expect half-metallic magnetism to occur frequently. However, whether systems
in this limit still conduct or are Mott insulators is questionable. Recent work on the
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archetype in this category, Fe-)C>4 [13], contradicts earlier predictions of half-metallic
properties [14].
A third category of half-metallic materials is in the area of strong magnetic ionic
compounds. Strong magnetism is defined by a situation that a hypothetical increase
in the exchange splitting does not lead to an increase in magnetic moment, i.e. the ma
jority sub-shell is full or the minority empty. An example of a strong magnetic metal
is Ni. But of course Ni shows hardly any spin polarization in the conduction because
the mobile 4,s, 4p electrons are hardly polarized. But exactly these itinerant electrons
are transferred to the electronegative species if one forms an ionic compound, filling
up a p-shell and thus disabling these electrons to conduct. Half-metallic behaviour
results. The archetype of the third category of half-metallic magnetism is СгОг [15],
but also the manganites fall into this category.
We now address the possible relation between half-metallic magnetism and colos
sal magnetoresistance. At zero temperature a half-metallic ferromagnet is uniformly
magnetized in one direction. The majority electrons take care of good conduction. At,
non-zero temperature domains are formed with magnetizations in other directions.
If the half-metallic properties within these domains are preserved, walls between do
mains of opposite magnetization are insulating.
The correlation length, defined as the average size of domains with magnetiza
tion opposite to the total magnetization, increases if the temperature increases and
diverges at Tc- Therefore majority electrons have, with increasing temperature, a
decreasing number of percolating paths between the domains with opposite magne
tization, which causes the resistivity to increase.
An external magnetic field forces the magnetization to point uniformly in one
direction again and therefore lowers the resistivity, resulting in magnetoresistance.
Statistical mechanical calculations have confirmed this explanation and have even
reproduced the temperature dependent behaviour above the Curie temperature [16].
The mechanism of decreasing percolating paths has a stronger effect on the resis
tivity the lower the dimensionality of the system. This is in agreement with experi
ments which show that thin films exhibit larger magnetoresistances than bulk sam
ples. And it is also in agreement with experiments on layered manganite perovskites
(Л,В) п + іМп п Оз„ + і, which are built by stacking of η-layers of (A, B)MnOt, sepa
rated by insulating АО layers. The conduction occurs primarily within the pseudotwodimensional η-layers and indeed are the highest CMR values found for the lowest
η [17].
The occurrence of colossal magnetoresistance in half-metallic ferromagnetic Heusler
alloys like NiMnSb has not been reported, to our knowledge, and is also not expected.
There are two reasons for this. First, the charge carriers in NiMnSb have primarily
Sb-5p character, which shows a large spin-orbit interaction. Therefore spin-flip scat
tering in the interface between domains of opposite magnetization would break down
the mechanism of half-metallic magnetism causing CMR. And second, the charge
carriers in the Heusler alloys are almost free electron like and therefore much more
delocalized than the chai go carriers in the manganites. As a conséquence the inter-
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faces between domains arc very sharp in the manganites. but probably substantially
thicker in the Heusler alloys.
Colossal magnetoresistance in СгОг, however, is not improbable a priori but ex
periments on magnetoresistance in СгОг have not been reported to our knowledge.
In conclusion, we presented electronic structure calculations which show that fer
romagnetic manganites are half-metallic. We discussed the possible relation between
half-metallic magnetism and (he occurrence of colossal magnetoresistance.
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7 T h e electronic s t r u c t u r e of t h e layered
manganite LaSr 2 Mn 2 07
(P.K. de Boer and R.A. de Groot, submitted to Physical Review B)
ABSTRACT

Ab-initio electronic structure calculations, based on Density Functional Theory within
the Generalized Gradient Approximation, on LaS^Mi^G^ are reported. The bulk
electronic structure shows a gap in the minority spin channel, while the Fermi energy
lies at the bottom of the minority conduction band. At the surface of LaSr2Mii2C>7
the magnetic moment per formula unit and the spin polarization at the Fermi energy
are lowered with respect to the bulk values.

7.1

Introduction

Manganese-based perovskites have received considerable attention in recent years due
to their wide variety of fascinating physical properties. Those properties include, for
instance, colossal magnetoresistance, [1,2] magnetostructural transition, [3] magnetic
polarons, [4] current switching of resistive states, [5] light-induced metal-insulator
transition [6 8] and charge ordering. [9]
The layered variants of the perovskite structure have the general structural for
mula Л п1 _іМп п Оз п+ і, with A an admixture of trivalent and divalent cations. From an
experimental point of view, the layered manganites are more easily to prepare and to
characterize. Especially the (ii=2)-compounds [10] have attracted intensive interest.
The layered crystal structure affects many properties. For instance, magnetoresistances are larger, [11-13] Curie temperatures Tc are lower, pressure dependences are
different [14] and magnetic polarons are larger. [15]
One of the interesting properties of the manganites is the electronic structure.
Several ab-initio electronic structure calculations on the (n — oo) perovskite com
pounds have been reported. [16-18] They showed that the ferromagnetic manganites
are half-metallic, which has recently been verified experimentally. [19,20] There could
be a relationship between half-metallic magnetism and the occurrence of magnetore
sistance.
Ab-initio calculations on layered manganites have not been reported, to our
knowledge. We have calculated the electronic structure of the layered manganite
LaSr 2 Mn 2 07. The choice for this compound is bai>ed on the following consider
ations. Most reports on the layered manganites have focused on the compounds
La2_2iSri+2IMn2Ü7. The ferromagnetic regime, where the highest values of the magnetoresistance occur, is roughly between the doping levels a· — 0.2 and χ = 0.5. For
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efficiency reasons the unit с ell should be taken as small as possible in the calculations
Therefore we have focused on the χ = 0 5 compound
Hence, we have calculated the electronic structure of LaS^M^Oy Furthermore,
in order to reveal the influence of the presence of a surface on the electronic structure,
we also performed a slab calculation

7.2

Calculations and structure

The crystal structure of LaS^M^Oy can be viewed as a stacking of sheets of double
lasers of МпОб octahedra The space group of the crystal structure is IA/mmm (no
139) Unit tell parameters are taken from reference [21] The La and Sr atoms occupy
the 2ft and Ae (z = 0 318) sites The La and Sr atoms are, to some extend, randomly
distributed among those sites, although the 4e site is preferred by the Sr atoms [21]
In our calculations the Sr atoms were placed at the 4e sites and the La atoms at the
26 sites
The calculation of the surface electronic structure of LaS^M^Oy was performed
with a slab, built by a stacking of three double Mn layers and a vacuum region with
a length of 6 A in the stacking direction This resulted in a unit cell with a c-axis
of 35 9946 Â The surface layer consisted of a SrO layer, which is the most probable
geometry both from considerations on the crystal structure and from considerations
on the charges of the ions The SrO layer, consisting of Sr2+ and 0 2 ~ ions, is electrically neutral in the sense that it bears no net electrical charge The slab and bulk
unit cells are shown in figure 7-1
Ί he calculations were performed with the full potential LAPW method, [22] which
is based on the density functional theory (DFT) Exchange and correlation were
treated within the generalized gradient approximation [23] The standard basis set
of plane waves was extended with local Orbitals In the calculation of the electronic
structure of bulk LaSr2Mn207 approximately 1000 plane waves were used In the
slab calculation planes waves up to the same maximum plane wave length Kmax as in
the bulk calculation were used, resulting in a basis set with approximately 3600 plane
waves The radius of the La and Sr spheres was 2 5 atomic units, while the radius
of the Mn and О spheres was 1 8 atomic units The Bnllouin zone integration was
performed with the modified tetrahedron method on a special mesh of 56 fc-points
for the bulk calculation This was more than enough in order to reach numerical
convergence The slab calculation was performed with 15fc-points,which was enough
for calculating integrated properties like charges and magnetic moments reliably

7.3

Results

The band structure of bulk LaS^M^Cb is shown in figures 7-2 and 7-3 (majority
respectively minority spin channel) The total and sphere projected density of states,
as well as the density of states in the interstitial space, is shown in figure 7-4
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Sr-8
Mn-7
La-6
Mn-5
Sr-4

Sr-3
Mn-2
La-1

Figure 7-1. The crystal structure of L a S ^ M ^ C b . Oxygen atoms are placed at the corners of the
octahedra, Mn atoms at the center of the octahedra. The octahedra in the figure are undistorted.
They are in fact distorted, both experimentally and in the calculations. The black spheres denote
La/Sr atoms. The solid line encloses the conventional unit cell of bulk LaSrjM^Cb. Shown are
three double Mn layers. The unit cell of the slab calculations is built by these three double layers
plus an extra vacuum region of 6 Â. Each layer of atoms is labeled by a number and the metal atom
in the layer.
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Figure 7-4. Total density of states, density states per atom and density of states in the interstitial
spare (in states/eV) The solid (dashed) line denotes the density of states of the majonty (mmorilj )
spin channel. The three different О atoms successively he in the same layer as the La, Sr and Mn
atoms
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The bands between 17 and 20 eV below the Fermi energy are the О 2s bands. The
La Ър states and the Sr Ap states lie at 15-16 eV below EF. The bands between 1.5 and
7.5 eV bolow the Fermi energy are primarily derived from О 2p states. Considering
the majority spin-direction, the bands between 1.5 eV below the Fermi energy and
2 5 eV above the Fermi energy are mainly formed by Mn 3d states. The wide bands
crossing the Fermi level have mainly eg character, while the more narrow i<iq states
lie near 1 eV below Ep. Due to the exchange splitting, the Mn 3d states of the
minority spin channel lie approximately 2 eV higher than the corresponding states of
the majority spin-direction. As a consequence, the minority channel shows a gap of
1.7 eV in the electronic structure near the Fermi energy. The Fermi energy lies just
at the bottom of the minority conduction band. The narrow bands at 2.5 eV above
Ep arc formed by unoccupied La 4/ states.
The О 2p and Mn 3d states, especially those of the majority spin-direction, are
strongly hybridized. This is reflected, for instance, in the broader width of the ma
jority О 2p bands. Further, the density of states at the Fermi energy, which is mainly
formed by Mn eq states, has a substantial О character, as can be seen in figure 7-4.
If LaSr2Mn207 would be really half-metallic, the spin polarization at the Fermi
energy would be 100% and the magnetic moment would be an integer number, in
this case 7 дд. Since the bottom of the minority conduction band lies just below
the Fermi energy, the electronic structure is not half-metallic, but the characteristic
values are close to the half-metallic ones. The minority density of states at the Fermi
energy is very low, resulting in a spin polarization of 90% at Ep. The primitive unit
cell bears a magnetic moment of 6.995 μ^.
The strong anisotropy, due to the layered crystal structure, is well reflected in
the band structure. In the directions perpendicular to the stacking direction, i.e. the
lines ΓΖΧΓ, the bands show an appreciable dispersion. Along the line Τ Ζ parallel
to the stacking direction almost no dispersion is present.
The electronic structure, resulting from the slab calculation, shows many similar
ities to the bulk electronic structure of LaS^M^Oy. The band structuie is strongly
anisotropic, a gap is present near the Fermi energy in the minority channel, and the
widths of the bands are the same within 0.1 eV. Figure 7-5 shows the total density
of states of the slab unit cell. The density of states has basically the same energy
dependence as the bulk density of states, besides a factor three due to the larger unit
cell. The main difference is the size of the gap for the minority spin-direction, which
is now 1.5 eV. The densities of states per atom (not shown) are very similar to the
bulk, even for the Sr and О atoms at the surface.
The charges and magnetic moments within each sphere are listed in table 7-1.
Those numbers are dependent on the choice of the sphere radii, of course. However,
this does not affect a comparison between the bulk and the slab calculations, which
were performed with the same set of radii. The differences between the bulk and slab
calculations are very small for most atoms, especially for the central layers (La-1 Sr-3). This shows that the central layers are already quite well converged to the bulk
electronic structure.
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# electrons)
layer atom

magnetic

majority minority moment (μ^)
slab

La-1
Mn-2
Sr-3
Sr-4
Mn-5
La-6
Mn-7
Sr-8

La

26 907

26 883

0

3 897

3 849

024
048

Mn

12 618

9 698

2 920

0

3 916

3 846

070

Sr

17 951

17 947

004

0

3 845

3 805

040

Sr

17 951

17 947

004

0

3 844

3 806

038

Mn

12 597

9 687

2 910

0

3 913

3 846

067

La

26 907

26 883

024

0

3 896

3 849

047

Mn

12 615

9 708

2 907

0

3 914

3 848

066

Sr

17 926

17 920

006

0

3 818

3 777

041

bulk
La-1
Mn-2
Sr-3

La

26 907

26 883

024

О

3 894

3 848

046

Mn

12 613

9 694

2 919

О

3 914

3 844

070

Sr

17 951

17 947

004

О

3 842

3 804

038

Table 7 1 Total number of electrons and magnetic moments w ithin each atomic sphere
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Figure 7-5. Total density of states (in states/eV), resulting from the slab calculation.

We now will discuss the differences which are larger than 0.005 electrons and/or
0.005 μπ- The Mn spheres in layer Mn-5 contain 0.016 majority electrons less than
in the bulk, and 0.007 less minority electrons, resulting in a magnetic moment, which
is 0.009 με smaller. The charges in the Mn sphere in layer Mn-7 are larger than
the bulk values, respectively 0.002 (majority) and 0.014 (minoritv) electrons. The
magnetic moment in this sphere is 0.012 μΒ smaller. The Sr and О atoms in the
surface layer both have lower charges for both spin-directions. The Sr atom contains
0 025 (0 027) less electrons for the majority (minority) spin-direction, while these
numbers arc 0.024 respectively 0.027 for the О atom.
The charge differences show that there is some oscillation present in the direction
perpendicular the surface. The magnetic moments in the layers near the surface are
lowered with respect to the bulk. As a consequence, the magnetic moment of the slab
unit cell is 20.915 μΒ· Assuming that the central layers (La-1, Mn-2, Sr-3, including
the interstitial space in that region) carry a bulk-like magnetic moment (6 995 /¿β),
the magnetic moment per formula unit at the surface is only 6.960 μΒ.
The spin polarization of electrons at the Fermi energy is shown in table 7-2. The
spin polarization is a quantity which is more sensitive to the number of fc-pomts
used in the integration scheme than integrated properties like charges and moments.
This could be an explanation why the polarization at the central layers is lower than
the polarization resulting from the bulk calculations, while other properties of the
central layers are almost the same as the bulk properties. It is, however, still possible
to compare the polarizations of the different layers in the slab calculation. The global
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region

polarisation
slab

Total
Int
La-1
Mn-2

76%
54%
79%
78%

Sr-3
Sr-4
Mn-5
La-6

98%
99%
97%
73%

Mn-7
Sr-8

58%
96%
bulk

Total
Int

90%
75%

La-1
Mn-2

91%
90%
99%

Sr-3
Table 7-2

Spin polarization at the Fermi energy in the whole unit cell, in the interstitial space

and in each layer of atoms

The spin polarization Ρ is defined as Ρ = f/i^l+NtE)

^П'У

contributions from the density of states within the atomic spheres are taken into account in the
( alculated polarizations per layer

trend is a decrease in polarization towards the surface, although the polarization in
the Mn layers shows again an oscillation effect The decreasing polarization is in
agreement with the lowering of magnetic moments near the surface, indicating the
reliability of the polarization calculation

7.4

Discussion

Results of calculations, performed withm the scope of DFT, should be considered
with caution, especially in the case of transition metal oxides Localized states, such
as the Mn d states, are usually predicted to have an energy which is too high in
calculations which make use of approximations like the local density approximation
or the general gradient approximation The calculations show an electronic struc ture
which is very close to being halfmetalhc The (n = oo) pcrovskite manganites show a
calculated electronic structure which is very resemblant to the electronic structure of
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LaSr-^M^Oy: a gap in the minority spin-direction, the Fermi level being positioned
at - or just, below the bottom of the minority conduction band. Recent experiments
showed that perovskite manganites are indeed halfmetallic. [19,20] It is expected that
corrections to the approximation applied in this paper (like self-interaction correction
or an LDA+U scheme) will tend to shift the occupied states to lower energies with
respect to the unoccupied states. If this will be the case, a truly halfmetallic electronic
structure could be the result for the layered manganites as well. This would favor
the layered manganites over the (n = oo) perovskite manganites in experimental
research, since the layered manganites are more easily to prepare and to characterize.
A priori, it is expected that the possible half-metallic character is even enhanced
at the surface, due to band narrowing. However, band narrowing, a common feature
at the surface even in layered transition metal dichalcogenides, [24] does not, occur
here. Further, near the surface the bands are not shifted in energy, showing that the
Madelung potential at the surface is similar to that in the bulk. This is related to the
electrical neutrality of the surface layer. Hence, the bulk and the surface electronic
structure of ЬаБг2Мпг07 are in fact remarkably similar. The main differences are the
slightly lower magnetic moment per formula unit and spin polarization of electrons
at the Fermi energy at the surface as compared with the bulk. Due to the small
differences between bulk and surface, experimental techniques which are surfacesensitive are still valuable tools for determining bulk properties here.
The occurrence of magnetoresistance is related to the asymmetry between the
electronic structure of the two spin-directions. Layered manganites generally exhibit
larger magnetoresistances than the original perovskite manganites. Since the elec
tronic structure of LaSr2Mn207 is less asymmetric than the electronic structure of
the perovskite manganites, the higher magnetoresistances cannot be explained from
electronic structure calculations alone.
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8 Reversed spin-polarization at t h e
Co(001)-HfO 2 (001) interface
(P.K. de Boer, G.A. de Wijs andR.A. de Groot, Physical Review В 58, Щ22 (1998))
ABSTRACT

Ab initio electronic structure calculations on the Со(001)-НЮг(001) interface are
reported. The spin-polarization of conduction electrons is positive at the interface,
i.e., it is reversed with respect to the spin-polarization in bulk Co. The electronic
structure is very sensitive to the interface structure; without atomic relaxations the
reversed spin-polarization is not found. The possible relation with spin-polarized
tunneling and magnetoresistance is discussed.
Recently magnetoresistive properties of junctions of ferromagnetic metals separated
by an insulating barrier have attracted considerable attention [1-4]. The tunnel
ing magnetoresistance of these materials is promising for applications like magnetic
sensors and random-access memory elements.
The magnetoresistance is closely related to the spin polarization of the tunneling
current through the insulating barrier. Tunneling experiments in the early seventies
showed that the spin polarization was always positive for the 3d elements Fe, Co
and Ni [5], where positive means that there are more electrons of the majority spindirection at the Fermi energy than of the minority spin-direction. This was surprising
since electronic structure calculations showed a high density of states (DOS) of the
minority d electrons at the Fermi energy, especially in Co and Ni.
Several semi-quantitative explanations were given for the positive sign of the spinpolarization. One of the arguments was that primarily s-electrons contribute to the
conduction and that the s-electrons have a positive spin-polarization due to s — d
hybridization [6]. An exhaustive review on spin-polarized tunneling is given in Ref. [7].
In the past decade quantitative models on spin-polarized tunneling were devel
oped. An example is the two-band model of Slonczewsky, which assumes spin-split
free electron bands in the magnetic metal [8,9]. Very recently a more sophisticated
treatment was used to calculate the DOS and the tunneling current of junctions of a
ferromagnet, an insulator and a normal metal [10]. The ferromagnct was modeled by
a spd tight-binding fit to an accurate bandstructure of the bulk ferromagnet. The in
sulator was represented by two s-type tight-binding bands separated by a gap, while
the non-magnetic metal was represented by a s-band. It was shown that also the
d electrons take part in the tunneling process and that this resulted in a negative
spin-polarization in the case of Co.
These models, though accounting for the basic elements in spin-polarized tunnel-
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ing, 1 e a spin-splitted electronic structure of the ferromagnetic metal and a gap in
the electronic structure of the insulating barrier, still suffer from a lack of an accu
rate description of the true crystal structure of the interface and its influence on the
electronic properties
We report ab initio calculations of structural and electronic properties of a CoHfOi interface We find that the spin-polarization of conduction electrons at the
interface is positive The crystal structure has an important influence on the elec
tronic structure, 1 e , without atomic relaxations the reversed spin-polarization is not
found
A Car-Parnnello related technique [11] was used to carrv out atomic relaxations
of the С0-ЫЮ2 interface We have performed the structural optimizations using
the ab initio total-energy and molecular-dynamics piogram VASP (Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Program) developed at the Institut fur Theoretische Physik of the Tech
nische Umveisitat Wien [12] Electron-ion interactions were described using ultra-soft
pseudopotentialb as supplied by the Institut fur Theoretische Physik [13] A planewave kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ry was employed Exchange and correlation were
treated in the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) according to Ref [14]
The Bnllouin zone integration was performed using a special mesh of 2 k-points in
the irreducible part, which was sufficient to calculate the atomic positions accurately
In order to calculate details of the DOS much more k-points should be used
Therefore the electronic structure was calculated with the far more efficient Localized
Spherical Wave (LSW) method [15], using approximately 200 k-points The LSW
method makes use of the Local Density Approximation (LDA) While GGA is more
reliable in calculating equilibrium crystal structures, differences between LDA and
GGA are relatively unimportant for the electronic structure
Considering the interface between two materials from a calculational point of
view, the first question is how well the lattice parameters match In the case of Co
and Hf0 2 this is excellent for the fee phases of both materials [16], the mismatch
being less than 2% The ground state bulk crystal structure of Co is hexagonal close
packed, but fee Co exists as well, especially in thin films [17] The low temperature
phase of bulk НГО2 has a monoclimc crystal structure [18], the fee structure being a
high temperature phase However, the monoclimc structure is just a small distortion
of the cubic crystal structure, the volumes per formula unit of these two phases being
almost the same Further, in our study the НГО2 layer is very thin and has probably
a crystal structure which is different from the structure of bulk НЮ2 Therefore we
started the relaxation with the cubic structure The main property of the НЮ2 layer
is its insulating character, which is not affected by the restrictions on the unit cell
The most simple direction to match Co on НЮ2 is the (OOl)-direction for both
materials Translational symmetry in the directions parallel to the interface was
maintained by setting the α-axis and the ò-axis equal to 3 548 Â, the lattice parameter
of Co Each monolayer of Co contained two Co atoms while each monolayer of НЮ2
contained either one Hf atom or two О atoms At the interface an О monolayer
was stuck onto the top Co layer The numbers of Co and HfOi monolayers were
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fixed dt 5 respectively 7 These were repeated in the c-direc tion to keep translational
symmetry in all directions, resulting in a multilayered structure This waj the unit
cell contained two С0-НЮ2 interfaces, which were kept equivalent by imposing mirror
plane symmetry in both the central Co and НГО2 monolayers The volume of the
unit cell was set to keep the sum of the subvolumes of the Co layer and the НЮ2
layer equal to the sum of their bulk volumes, resulting in a c-axis of 18 17 Â
The crystal structure of the relaxed interface can be summarized as follows The
distortion from the bulk structure of fee Co in the central Co monolayer is very small
and also the central НЮ2 monolayer is very resemblant to the bulk structure The
monolayers at the interface are however strongly distorted An important character
istic of the relaxed interface is the close approach of the Co and О atoms, leading
to distances similar to those in the ionic materials CoO and C03O4 An extensive
discussion on the crystal structure of the interface will be published elsewhere [19]
Before discussing the electronic properties of the interface we shortly discuss the
electronic structure of the separate constituents Co and НЮ2 The calculated elec
tronic structure of fee Co is reported in Ref [20] The main feature is the fully
occupied majority d band, while the Fermi energy lies in the minority d band There
fore the DOS at the Fermi energy is much lower for majority electrons than for
minority electrons The DOS of fee НГО2 is reported in Ref [21] The valence bands
are primarily formed by hybridized О 2p wave functions, while the conduction bands
are primarily derived from Hf bd (e9) states In our calculations the band gap is 5 5
eV
To check the assumption that 5 monolayers of Co were enough for calculating in
terface properties without worrying about interference effects between the interfaces,
the multilayer was extended with two monolayers of Co Since the bulk crystal struc
ture already was almost reached, the two monolayers were simply added at the center
of the Co layer From now on we will focus on the electronic structure of the system
with 7 Co monolayers The results showed that, although the central Co monolayer
in the 5 Co monolayer system did not show electronic properties completely identi
cal to bulk Co, interface properties were already well converged with respect to the
number of Co monolayers This gives confidence that the atomic relaxation with 5
monolayers Co is a reliable model for calculating the interface structure
In order to reveal the effects of the atomic relaxation on the electronic structure
we first briefly discuss the electronic structure of the unrelaxed interface The DOS
in the central Co and НЮ2 monolayers is almost identical to the bulk materials The
electronic structure at the interface is altered for both Co and НЮ2 but the differenc es
from the central monolayers are relatively small The Co atoms at the interface still
have a completely occupied majority d band and the DOS at the Fermi energy is
still large for the minority spin-direction The О monolayer at the interface shows a
very small density of states in the gap region, due to Co wave functions extending
into the insulating barrier In the next monolayer of НЮ2 the DOS in the gap region
is negligible, since the Co wave functions decay very fast The spin-polarization of
electrons at the Fermi energy in the interface monolayers is negative, in agreement
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with the tight-binding calculations in Ref. [10].
The relaxed interface shows however very different electronic properties. See Fig.
8-1, which depicts the local DOS integrated over each atomic sphere. The central
monolayer of Co is formed by the atoms labeled by Co7 and Co8. This layer and
also the next two monolayers (atoms С0З-С06) show a bulk-like DOS. The electronic
structure of the Co atoms at the interface (atoms Col and Co2) however is now
essentially different from the bulk. The Fermi energy lies just below the top of the
majority d-band, i.e., at the interface the majority d band is not completely occupied
anymore.
The two О atoms at the interface (Ol and 02) show densities of states very
different from oxygen in bulk НГО2 as well. Going deeper into the НГО2 layer, the
DOS becomes more like bulk НЮ2 and in the monolayer of Hf2 atoms the gap of
approximately 5.5 eV is clearly visible. This shows that the 7 monolayers of НЮ2 were
sufficient to open a gap in the central monolayer, which again confirms the reliability
of the calculation of interface properties. The appreciable DOS that persists in the
gap region at the oxygen atoms near the interface, which is due to tails of the Co
wave functions, is much larger than in the unrelaxed interface. Even in the next
monolayers these tails are visible, as is most pronounced at the 04 atom. This
feature is spin-dependent because of the spin-dependent DOS of the Co atoms and
because the decay of the Co wave functions into the barrier is spin-dependent as well.
The spin-dependence of the DOS near the Fermi energy has important conse
quences for the conduction electrons. Fig. 8-2 shows the local DOS at the Fermi en
ergy, integrated over each monolayer of atoms. Although the definition of a monolayer
is somewhat loose, especially at the interface, it is clear that the spin-polarization
of conduction electrons in the НГО2 monolayers near the interface is of opposite sign
compared to the polarization in bulk Co. The tails of the Co d wave functions of the
majority spin-direction at the Fermi energy extend much farther into the НЮ2 layer
than the minority spin-direction.
The electronic bands in the c-direction (perpendicular to the interface) show a
much larger dispersion at the Fermi energy for the majority spin-direction than for
the minority spin-direction (see Fig. 8-3). Therefore the interface does not merely
show a much larger DOS at the Fermi energy for the majority spin-direction, but the
majority conduction electrons are also more mobile than the minority electrons. This
will eventually result in a positive spin-polarization of tunneling electrons.
An analysis of the wave functions shows the origin of the different dispersion of
bands. The states of the majority spin-direction near the Fermi energy are mainly
formed by Co s, p, агг states hybridized with О wave functions. The minority spindirection is dominated by Co-Co (dx2_yi) interactions perpendicular to the stacking
direction. Hence, in the region near the Fermi energy the majority spin-direction
predominantly contributes to the bonding between Co and О atoms. This is related
to the strong magnetism of Co. At the interface the top of the d-band has primarily
d¿i character, while at lower energies other d-states dominate. Since the d¿i states
point in the direction of the stacking direction the majority spin-direction is favoured
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Figure 8-1 Density of ¡>tates per atom in the interface with 7 monolayers Co and 7 monolayers
НГО2 The Fermi energy is at 0 eV The DOS of the majority (minority) s>pm direction is shown at
the positive (negative) axes The plots with 'empty' show the density of states in empty spheres,
which were placed at large mtcistitial spaces
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Figure 8-2. Density of states per monolayer at the Fermi energy. The inset shows the density of
states in the НЮ2 layers on a different scale.

majority

minority

Figure 8-3. Band structure of the interface with 7 monolayers Co and 7 monolayers НГО2 near the
Fermi energy in the c-direction.
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in the bonding between Co and О atoms near the Fermi energy.
To summarize, the interactions with О states near the Fermi energy of Co pri
marily take place via the majority spin-direction. This leads to holes in the majority
d band of the interface Co atoms and gives rise to a dispersion of bands near the
Fermi energy, which is stronger for the majority spin-direction. Due to the interac
tions the wave functions of the majority spin-direction extend much farther into the
insulating barrier than those of the minority spin-direction. Therefore there are more
majority electrons at the Fermi energy which are also more mobile in the direction
perpendicular to the interface than the minority electrons. It could be possible that
interfaces of strongly magnetic compounds and insulating oxides in general will show
a positive spin-polarization of conduction electrons. To validate this hypothesis ab
initio calculations on interfaces between other ferromagnets, e.g. Ni, and other oxides,
especially AI2O3, are highly desirable.
The relaxed interface exhibits a region in the НЮ2 layer where the DOS at the
Fermi energy is practically zero for the minority spin direction, while it is much
larger for the majority electrons. This could be a key-ingredient in magnetoresistive
junctions of ferromagnetic metals and insulators. If successive ferromagnetic layers
have parallel aligned magnetic moments the overlap between tails of wave functions
in the barrier is larger than when they have antiparallel moments. Accordingly the
resistivity of the antiparallel configuration is relatively high and could be switched to
a lower resistivity by aligning the moments by an external magnetic field, resulting
in negative magnetoresistance. This effect will be more pronounced the larger the
spin-polarization at the interface. Bulk materials with a truly 100% spin-polarization
at the Fermi energy are called half-metallic [22]. It has been suggested that there
is a relation between magnetoresistance and half-metallic properties in perovskite
manganites [23,24] and Cr0 2 [25]. Spectroscopy and magnetoresistance experiments
on junctions with very thin insulating barriers are therefore highly desirable as well.
In conclusion, we calculated the electronic structure of the Со(001)-НЮг(001)
interface and found that the spin-polarization of conduction electrons at the inter
face is opposite to that of bulk Co. This has consequences for the interpretation
of the spin-polarized tunneling experiments performed in the early seventies, serves
as a guide for nowadays experimental physicists in the area of spin-polarized trans
port, and shows the importance of atomic relaxations in calculations of the electronic
structure of magnetic interfaces.
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9 Electronic structure of a ferromagnetic
metal/insulator superlattice
(E. de Jonge, P.К. de Boer and R.A. de Groot, to be submitted)

9.1

Introduction

The possibilities of making multilayer materials has lead to various new and unex
pected phenomena. Early work has concentrated on multilayer materials based on
various semiconductors [1], later work also included multilayers made out of metallic
constituents. In this field special attention is focused on the so called "giant" magnetoresistance [2]. Multilayers consisting of a ferromagnetic and a non-magnetic metal
can show large, negative magnetoresistances. This occurs if the thickness of the non
magnetic metal is such that the ferromagnetic layers couple antiferromagnetically and
are forced in a ferromagnetic orientation by an external applied magnetic field. A nat
ural extension is to consider multilayers of metals and semiconductors. In this paper,
a systematic study is reported on the multilayer system Fe/Ge(GaAs)(ZnSe), i.e.
multilayers consisting of iron and admixtures of Gc, GaAs and ZnSe. The motivation
of this work is as follows. Recently much higher magnetoresistances were obtained in
the manganites systems (colossal magnetoresistance) [3]. An explanation exists [4-6]
based on the halfmetallic nature of the manganites [5-7], but other explanations have
been proposed as well.
The fact that entropy is the driving force in the colossal magnetoresistance makes
the effect extremely temperature dependent, the magnetoresistance strongly peaking
at the Curie temperature, which is usually below room temperature. Both effects
hamper applications. Returning to the giant magnetoresistance in metallic multilay
ers, an essential ingredient in any explanation is the a-symmetry towards conduction
for the two spin-directions of the magnetic layer. The ultimate a-symmetry is pro
vided by half-metallic materials. This has motivated various experimental studies
based on the archetype IIMF, NiMnSb [8]. Difficulties in preparing stoichiometric
interfaces hamper progress in this field, however [9]. Some time ago, attention was
focused on half-metallic properties of interfaces between a ferromagnetic metal and
an insulator [10]. The purpose of this study is to investigate under which conditions
reasonable volumes of half-metallic behaviour can be induced in multilayer systems
consisting of a ferromagnetic metal and a semiconductor/insulator with the hope to
combine the relative temperature independence of the giant magnetoresistance with
(part of) the size of the colossal magnetoresistance.
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The motivation of the Fe/Ge{GaAs)(ZnSe) is as follows Two quantities have to
be optimized in order to obtain the desired effect the value of the interface showing
a high degree of spin-polarization as well as the thickness of the insulating layer in
order to obtain a (weak) antiferromagnetic coupling between the iron layers without
an applied magnetic field This requires two degrees of freedom Since Ge and
GaAs as well as GaAs and ZnSe can be mixed in two continuous series with the
bandgap continuously increasing in going from Ge towards ZnSe, this bandgap is the
second degree of freedom in this study The lattice parameters are hardly affected
by this substitution and match almost perfectly to that of Fe, so that there is hope
these systems will be realisable experimentally The only computational studies we
are aware of is the calculation of Butler et al [11] on the Fe/GaAs/Fe system and
Fe/Ge/Fe system

9.2

Details of t h e calculations

Electronic structure calculations were performed using the LSW method, based on
density functional theory in the local density approximation The effect of the substi
tution of GaAs in Ge and ZnSe in GaAs was taken into account by the application of
the virtual crystal approximation This implies that for the semiconducting/insulator
layer various members of the continuous series AB were considered where A is an
atom of nuclear charge (32 — x) and В an atom with nuclear charge (32 + τ), ι e
χ = 0 corresponds to Ge, χ = 1 to GaAs and χ — 2 with ZnSe It is well known
that LDA underestimates the band gap m semiconductors This seriously hampers
studies of the type presented here However, the fact that a continuous series exists
comes to the rescue The calculated band gap for a certain χ equals the experimental
band gap at a lower χ (figure 9-1) Hence, in first approximation, the effect of the
LDA can be transformed in a rescahng of the concentration χ
Unless specified differently, the values of χ mentioned are the ones corresponding
to the value used in the calculation Layers were stacked along the (100) direction
for both the bec iron and the zincblende semiconductor Since only semiconductor
layers of stoichiometric composition are considered two different interfaces exist in
each multilayer system considered one which has an anion terminated semiconductor
in contact with iron while the other has an interface with the cation in contact with the
iron Multilayer systems, considered here, consisted of two monolayers of iron (each
containing two iron atoms) and 3, 4, or 5 layers of semiconductor (each containing two
monolayers of the two constituents of the semiconductor) In this paper Fc¿/(ZnSe)3,
foi instance, denotes a multilayer with a unit cell consisting of 2 monolayers Fe and
3 layers (6 monolayers) ZnSe In order to allow for an antiferromagnetic coupling
of the iron layers, the unit cells were doubled, leading to unit cells of 16, 20 and
24 monolayers In order to avoid large overlaps between wigner seitz spheres in
the semiconductor, empty spheres were included here In the construction of the
LSW basis spherical waves were augmented by solutions of the scalar relativistic
radial equations with angular momentum up to and including Í = 2 for all atoms
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Figure 9-1. Relation between real composition in (GaAs)i-x{ZnSe)x

and composition in a calcu

lation using the virtual crystal and LDA approximations leading to identical bandgaps.

and I = 1 for the empty spheres. The internal / summation used to augment the
central Hankel function at surrounding atoms was extended to I = 3 for all atoms
and I = 2 for the empty spheres. The 3d states of Zn deserve special attention. The
spurious self-interaction in the LDA approximation positions these states much too
high in energy. As a consequence, the hybridisation with the valence band is too
strong, leading to a further reduction of the bandgap in ZnSe. In order to avoid this
unphysical interaction we prefer to treat the 3d states as core states and have used
4d states of Zn as basis functions instead.

9.3

Results

In order to avoid unnecessary repetition, we will discuss the electronic structure of
one multilayer system in some detail and focus on the relevant differences with the
other systems only.
The local density of states of the Fe-ijiZnSe)^ ferromagnetic multilayer system is
shown in figure 9-2. The presence of the ZnSe neighbouring the iron has changed the
magnetic properties of the iron. The Fermi-energy in bulk iron intersects the d-bands
for both spin directions. As a result, iron is weakly magnetic and the density of states
of the majority electrons at the Fermi-energy exceeds that of the minority electrons.
The lower coordination of neighbouring iron at the interface leads to an increased
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exchange splitting of the iron. As a consequence, the iron in the multilayer system
has the properties of a stiong magnet: the majority d-band is filled and the density
of states at the Fermi-energy is primarily determined by the minority electrons. This
is directly reflected by the interactions with the neighbouring ZnSc layers (5-8 and
13-16). A finite density of states in the majority spin-direction exists, but the density
of states of the minority electrons greatly exceeds this. This a-symmetry is even
larger in the central ZnSe layer (9-12), were the density of states at the Fermi-level
is even smaller for the majority spin-direction.
In figure 9-3 the density of states at the Fermi-energy for Fe2/(GaAs)^ (ferromagnetic (F) and antiferromagnetic (AF)), Fe2/((ZnSc)g(GaAs)
i) 3 {F and AF),
Fe2/(ZnSe)3 {F and AF), Fe2/(GaAs)4 {F and AF), Fe2/({ZnSe) b(GaAs) 5 ) 4
(F and AF), Fe2/(ZnSe)i (F and AF), Fe2/{GaAs)b (F), Fe2((ZnSe) b(GaAs) 5 ) s
(F), Fe2/{(ZnSe) g(GaAs) ,) 5 (F and ,4F) and Fe2/(ZnSe)5 (F and AF) are shown
as a function of the monolayer.
The following conclusions can be drawn: Systems with GaAs as semiconductor
hardly show any spin-polarization at the interface (a,b,g,h.m). Also, the type of magnetic ordering (ferro of antiferro) of the iron layers has very little influence on the
density of states of the spacer layer. This situation is different for the other systems.
Comparing the systems with three semiconductor layers, a much larger a-symmetry
is found for the (ZnSe) ¡¡(GaAs) ι system (c,d) as well as a clear influence of the type
of the magnetic ordering. The differences are even stronger in the ZnSe system (e,f):
the polarization at the interface is further enhanced and the density of states for the
majority spin-direction in the central semiconductor layer is reduced by a factor of
3. Surprisingly enough, the systems with four semiconducting layers show much loss
polarization at the Fermi-energy, even in the case of (ZnSe) ¡(GaAs) 5 (i,j) and ZnSe
(k,l). Much laiger a-symmetries are found in the systems with five semiconductor
layers: with the exception of GaAs, which still docs not show any spin-polarization
whatsoever, for ((ZnSe) ^(GaAs) 5), ((ZnSe) 9(GaAs) 1) and ZnSe the density of
states for the majority-spin-direction for the central layers in the ferromagnetic systems is virtually zero.

9.4

Relative stability of t h e magnetic solutions.

In order to obtain any magnetoresistance, the iron layers have to order antiferromagnetieally in the absence of an external magnetic field. Table 1 summarizes the
total energies of the ferro and antiferromagnetically coupled configurations foi some
relevant systems. The following conclusions can be drawn. In the case of ZnSc, the
antiferromagnetic configuration is always more stable as compared with the ferromagnetic configuration The energy differences between the two configurations are
hardly dependent on the thickness of the semiconductor layer, i e these systems
behave very different from the metallic multilayers, where an oscillatory behaviour of
the exchange coupling is found as a function of spacer thickness.
In the case of GaAs a reversal of the sign of the exchange coupling is found
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Zn Se Zn Sa Zn Se Zn Se

Zn Se Zn Se Zn Se Zn Se Zn Se

Layer

Figure 9-3. Density of states at the Fermi-energy in the semiconductor region of various multilayers
Z9, S9, Z5 and S5 denote atoms with nuclear charge 30 1, 33 9, 30 5, respectively 33 5.
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with the ferromagnetic configuration more stable in the case of 3 semiconductor
layers It should be noted that due to the much smaller bandgap of GaAs, the entire
semiconductor behaves as a genuine metal Also the case of (ZnSe) ¡(GaAs) 5 is
noteworthy in the case of 4 semiconductor layers the ferromagnetic configuration is
very much more stable in contrast with ZnSe and GaAs for the same semiconductor
thickness
Spacer

Er (Ry)

AE (Ry)

-70964 024401

-70964 020011

-70930 379317
-70716 694902

-70930 350105
-70716 703990

-0 004390
-0 029212

EAF

(Ry)

6 M o n o Layers
ZnSe
(ZnSe)0g(GaAs)oi
GaAs

-87843 048012
-87645 224178
-87513 072485

-87843 043800
-87645 398787

+ 0 009088

8 ML
ZnSe
(ZnSe)\(GaAs)\
GaAs

-87512 864283

-0 004212
+ 0 174609
-0 208202

10 M L
-104722 054582 -104722 049378
cj(GaA¿)o ι -104666 556084 -104666 550895
ZnSe

(ZnSe)0

-0 005204
-0 005189

Table 1

9.5

Relation with interfaces.

The multilayer systems considered in the previous sections were based on a layer
thickness of 2 for the magnetic metal, iron Thus both layers have an interface
with the semiconductor and the electronic structure of them is basically different
from bulk iron The question arises, how the properties of these multilayers com
pare with systems with a large magnetic metal thickness, ι e I he limit of a single
Fe/semiconductor interface In order to investigate this question systems with 5 lay
ers ZnSe (10 monolayers) and 6 or 10 ML iron were investigated Figure 9-4 shows
the local density of states of the iron part of the system The central iron atoms show
a DOS, which strongly resembles bulk iron (9-12) In going towards the interface (1 2
and 19,20) the reversal of the polarization of the density of states at the Fermi-energy
takes place, as was the case in the systems with two iron layers But it does not lead
to a strong magnetic behaviour of the interface iron as it did in the multilaver sys
tem As a result, the extreme spin-polarization of the semiconductor laver is not
found in the calculation for the interface figure 9-5 compares the spin-polarization
of the conduction electrons in the two cases The reason for this strong dependence
of the electronic structure of the semiconductor on the la\er thickness of the ferro
magnetic metal is the different charge transfer in the two cases With two Fe lavéis
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Figure 9-4. Local density of states for the iron in a 10/10 Fe/ZnSe
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the iron layer adjacent to selenium has a charge of +.337 [12], while the iron layer
adjacent to zinc has a charge of +.220. With thicker iron layers the charge per iron
layer shows an oscillatory behaviour towards the bulk. In the case of 6 ML iron, the
iron layer adjacent to selenium has a charge of +.473, the next Fe — .095 followed
by —.001 electrons; the corresponding numbers for the iron layers adjacent to zinc
are +.321, —.123 and + .005 respectively. The iron layers adjacent to selenium and
zinc show a slightly larger charge transfer (approximately .1 electron per layer) in the
interface system compared to the multilayer This difference is responsible for the
fact that holes in the majority 3d bands remain and the interaction of these holes
with the ZnSe diminishes the strong spin polarization of the conduction-electrons
in the ZnSe layer. This situation is qualitatively the same as described by Butler
et al. [11] for the case of a tunnel structure of 9 layers of Ge or GaAs sandwiched
between two half-infinite units of iron. The difference in charge transfer between the
multilayer and the interface is small but results in a strong difference in spin polarization at the Fermi energy in the ZnSe layer As a consequence it is expected that
spin polarization experiments will show a rather large dependence on the applied
bias voltage. Such a strong dependence was recently found in a FM metal/insulator
junction [13].

9.6

Concluding remarks.

The results presented here confirm the observations by Butler et al. [11] that the properties of an interface between iron and various semiconductors are different from the
bulk properties of its constituents and the interpretation of spin-dependent transport should be based on the interface properties. A first observation is that the
spin-polarization of the electrons at the Fermi-energy is reversed as compared with
bulk iron. A substantial enhancement of the spin-polarization at the interface can
be achieved in the case of ZnSe. This calculational result should correspond with
a real bandgap of (GaAs) 35(ZnSe) 65· However, since this composition corresponds
to the end of the scries considered here [14] it cannot be excluded that pure ZnSe
would work equally well. The effect of the layer thickness of the semiconductor shows
a maximal effect for 10 ML. It is unexplained, why 8 ML semiconductor thickness
performs so much more poorly as 6 ML thickness. All ZnSe systems considered prefer an antiferromagnetic ordering between the Fe layers. A dramatic effect is found
in the influence of the thickness of the Fe layer on the spin-polarization at the interface: only thin layers (2 ML) show the enhancement of the spin-polarization of the
conduction electrons.
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10 T h e electronic s t r u c t u r e of magnetic
Sr2Ru04
(P К de Boer and R A de Groot, Physical Review B, in preis)
ABSTRACT

Ab-initio electronic structure calculations, based on Density Functional Theory within
the Generalized Gradient Approximation, on S^RuC^ are reported Contrary to
calculations within the Local Density Approximation, ferromagnetism is predicted
The results could have consequences for the interpretation of experiments which probe
the Fermi surface and for the understanding of the unconventional superconductivity
in Sr2Ru04

10.1 Introduction
The ruthenate Sr 2 Ru0 4 has attracted considerable interest since the discovery of
superconductivity at temperatures below \K [1] It is isostructural to the first highTc superconductor La2_IBaTCu04, which has a critical temperature Tc R¿ 30К [2]
S^RuO^ is the only layered perovskite superconductor which does not contain copper
The resistivity of Sr2Ru04 has a T 2 dependence at low temperatures, which indi
cates that the normal state is a Fermi liquid [1] The large coefficient 70 in the specific
heat and the enhanced magnetic susceptibility, as compared with RUO2, could be
signs of the presence of electronic correlations in the Fermi liquid [3]
The variation of Tc with the coefficient 70 amongst different samples, [4] the in
fluence of non-magnetic impurities on Tc (Ref [5]) and the behavior of the nuclear
spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/ΤΊ in nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) measure
ments [6] show that the pairing state in Sr2Ru04 is of an unconventional nature
It has been suggested that the superconducting state of Sr 2 Ru0 4 is a realization of
spin triplet pairing [7] Triplet superconductivity could be induced by ferromagnetic
fluctuations [8]
The magnetic susceptibility of Sr 2 Ru04 is quite temperature-independent [3] The
rather large dependence of the susceptibility on the temperature, reported m earlier
papers, [9, 10] was presumably due to the presence of ferromagnetic SrRuC-ч im
purities The magnetic properties of the indium-doped compounds Sr 2 Iri_ x Ru I 04
(Ref [11]) and of the Ruddelsdon-Popper-type series Sr n + 1 Ru n 03 n + i, which are fer
romagnetic metals for all η > 2, [12] show however, that Sr2Ru04 is on the edge of
ferromagnetism
Electronic structure calculations, based on Density Functional Theory (DFT)
within the Local Density Approximation (LDA) showed a non-magnetic olee tronie
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structure, [13,14] while it was pointed out that no ferromagnetic instability could be
found. [14] These calculations resulted in a Fermi surface which was consistent with
de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) measurements. [15] Angle-resolved photoemission spec
troscopy (ARPES) experiments showed, however, a different Fermi surface. [16,17]
The differences were ascribed to the fact that the photoemission experiments rather
probed the surface while the dHvA results are more representative for the bulk. [18]
We report electronic structure calculations on S^RuO,», calculated within the
scope of DFT as well, but with gradient corrections to the exchange correlation energy
included. In contrast with LDA calculations, the ground state is magnetic. The
results could have consequences for the interpretation of Fermi surface experiments
and for models which describe spin triplet superconductivity.

10.2

Method

Self-consistent calculations are performed with the Full Potential Linearized Aug
mented Plane Wave (LAPW) method. [19] Exchange and correlation were treated
within the Generalized Gradient Approximation. [20] For comparison, calculations
within the LDA approach were performed as well. The valence band states were
treated in a scalar relativistic approximation, while the core states were calculated
relativistically. The experimental equilibrium crystal structure was used. [21] The
electronic structures of non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic (FM) Sr2RuO,j as well
as two antiferromagnetic (AF) phases were calculated. The basis set contained more
than 1100 plane waves in the NM and FM calculations and was extended with local
orbitals for a better description of semicore states. Since the unit cell of the an
tiferromagnetic phases was twice as large as the primitive unit cell, the number of
plane waves was doubled in these cases. The sphere radii used in the calculations
were 2.2, 1.6, 2.02 and 2.15 atomic units for the Sr, Ru, 0(1) (in-plane oxygen) and
0(2) (apical oxygen) spheres, respectively. The Brillouin zone (BZ) integration was
performed using the modified tetrahedron method on a special mesh of 240 /c-points
in the irreducible part of the BZ of the primitive unit cell. Such a high number of
/c-points was necessary in order to reliably calculate the energy difference between the
NM and FM phases, due to slow convergence of the NM phase with respect to the
number of fc-points. The /г-point density was twice as small in the calculations with a
doubled unit cell. This was possible since the energy difference between the different
magnetic phases converged much faster with respect to the number of λ-points than
the energy difference between the FM and NM phases.

10.3

Results

The electronic structure of Sr 2 Ru04, calculated within the LDA approach, is in full
agreement with previously reported calculations. In summary, the band structure is
strongly anisotropic due to the layered crystal structure. The wave functions near
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Figure 10-1 Band structure of the majority spin channel of ferromagnetic Sr2Ru04
the Fermi energy are formed by strongly hybridized Ru 4d (i 2 9 ) and in-plane oxygen
2p states The Fermi surface consists of two electron-like, almost cylindrical sheets
centered at the Г-point and one hole-like sheet centered at X A van Hove singularity
(VHS) is present just above the Fermi energy We refer to the papers by Oguchi [13]
and Singh [14] for a complete discussion on the LDA band structure
The electronic structure of non-magnetic Sr 2 Ru0 4 , calculated within GGA, shows
only minor differences with the LDA results The valence band width is approxi
mately 0 1 eV smaller, the first VHS above the Fermi energy lies 0 01 eV closer to
the Fermi energy, while the lengths of the Fermi wave vectors kp are the same within
1% The topology of the electronic bands and the Fermi surface are identical The
small differences in the electronic structure can be attributed to a slightly stronger
localization of electrons
However, the non-magnetic phase of Sr2RuC>4 is not the ground state within the
GGA approximation Whereas LDA shows no sign of magnetism, with gradient
corrections included a ferromagnetic phase is found with a total energy which is
4 meV/Ru ion lower than the NM total energy
The band structure of FM Sr 2 Ru0 4 is shown in Fig 10-1 and 10-2 Fig 10-3
shows the total and sphere projected electronic density of states (DOS) The electronic
structure shows a small exchange shift between the majority and minority electron
energies The exchange shift, being somewhat dependent on the energv and on the
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Figure 10-2. Band structure of the minority spin channel of ferromagnetic Sr2Ru04.
fc-vector, is approximately 0.2-0.4 eV in the region near the Fermi energy. As a
result, the unit cell bears a net magnetic moment of 0.5 /ІД. Due to the strong Ru-0
hybridization at the Fermi energy, the magnetic moment is distributed among the
Ru (0.25 μ^/ίοη) and 0(1) (0.07 μβ/ΐοη) spheres, as well as in the interstitial space.
The DOS at the Fermi energy is 1.87 states/eV for the majority spin-direction
and 1.44 states/eV for the minority channel, adding up to 3.31 states/eV per cell.
This is 25% smaller than the non-magnetic DOS at the Fermi energy.
An important feature of the electronic structure is the position of the VHS which
lies just above the Fermi energy according to the non-magnetic calculations. Due to
the exchange shift the VHS is spin-split and is now positioned at 0.27 eV above the
Fermi energy for the minority spin-direction. However, in the majority channel the
VHS is pulled down to 0.09 eV below the Fermi energy.
Another consequence of the spin-split electronic structure is the different Fermi
surface of the two different spin directions (Fig. 10-4). The Fermi surface has a quasitwodimensional character due to the small dispersion in the c-direction. Therefore,
only the Fermi surface in the basal plane is shown. The Fermi surface of the ma
jority spin direction consists of one almost cylindrical electron-like sheet, centered
at the Г-point, and two hole-like sheets centered at the X-point. The minority spin
direction shows a Fermi surface with two electron-like sheets and one hole-like one.
The topology of the minority Fermi surface is similar to the calculated NM Fermi
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of the majority (minority) spin-direction.
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h/e

m* (me)

electrons

F (kT)

.57

16.0
6.9

majority
1
2

e
h

2.3
-2.7

3

h

-0.9

.75
.90

1

e

1.6

.44

12.2

2
3

e
h

1.7
-1.1

.49
.84

13.6
4.6

2.8

minority

Table 10-1. Calculated Fermi surface properties: effective mass, number of electrons and dHvA
frequency associated with each sheet (see Fig. 10-4).

surface. Table 10-1 shows the effective masses, the number of electrons and the dHvA
frequencies associated with the Fermi surface sheets.
Besides a FM phase, a magnetic phase with a zero net magnetic moment was
found. In this antiferromagnetic phase, the magnetic moments on the Ru ions within
a basal plane were ferromagnetically ordered, while the magnetic moments of suc
cessive RuC>2 planes were antiparallel aligned. The total energy of the AF phase
was even lower than the FM phase, although the energy difference was very small
(«0.1 meV/Ru ion), again reflecting the small interactions in the c-direction.
The band structure of the AF phase is very resemblant to the FM band structure,
which can be understood by the twodimensional character of the electronic structure.
Due to the small interactions in the stacking direction the AF band structure is
basically a superposition of the majority and minority band structures of the FM
phase. As a consequence, many features of the electronic structure are the same.
Like in the FM phase, the AF electronic structure shows a VHS just below (now
0.11 eV) the Fermi energy. The sphere projected densities of states are similar,
besides a reversal of the spin up and spin down densities at every other plane. The
magnetic moments within the atomic spheres are the same within 0.01 μυ· The Fermi
surface consists of three electron-like and three hole-like sheets per spin-direction.
We also searched for a magnetic solution with magnetic moments of nearest neigh
bour Ru ions antiparallel aligned. Keeping these moments antiparallel during the
self-consistency cycle the calculation always converged to the NM solution.

10.4

Discussion

The application of GGA should be considered with caution. GGA is often, but not
necessarily always, a better approximation than LDA. This should be kept in mind
discussing the results. GGA consistently yields larger Stoner factors for magnetic
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materials than LDA, due to the slightly more localized wave functions it produces
Since Sr2Ru04 is already close to a Stoner instability within LDA, it is not completely
unexpected that GGA lesults in a magnetic ground state Further, it is remarkable
that antiferromagnetism wins over feiromagnetism, with a very small energy difference This could be due to a weak superexchange interaction, which is overestimated
in LDA and GGA [22]
The results show that the ground state exhibits ferromagnetic ordering within
basal R.UO2 planes However, the ground state, as probed experimentally, is a superconductor rather than a ferromagnetic metal Both ferromagnetism and superconductivity are symmetry-breaking phenomena which lower the density ot states at the
Fermi energy There is a competition between ferromagnetism and superconductivity
at very low temperatures, leading to a superconductive ground state, which ab-initio
electronic structure methods are not able to predict Nevertheless, it is noteworthy
that non-magnetic Sr 2 Ru0 4 is not the ground the state according to the calculations
Although the ground state is superconducting rather than ferromagnetic, magnetism could be important for the nature of the superconductivity The calculations
show that the first VHS above the Fermi energy is pulled down to below this energy
m magnetic Sr2RuC>4 The importance of the presence of a VHS at or near the Fermi
energy is widely discussed in the context of high-Tc superconductivity Further, ferromagnetic fluctuations are responsible for the spin triplet pairing state, while there are
possible consequences of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations for the unconventional
superconductivity It is desirable that these consequences are considered in further
research on the theory of unconventional superconductivity
The calculated band structure of FM Sr2Ru04 shows resemblance to the band
structure as probed by ARPES experiments, especially as fai as the VHS just below
the Fermi energy is concerned This leads to the question to which extent magnetism
plays a role in Sr2Ru04 above Tc
First of all, it is, in principle, possible that bulk Sr2Ru04 shows ferromagnetism
in the temperature region just above the superconducting critical temperature of IK
Several experiments seem to exclude this possibility The magnetic susceptibility is
almost constant, although it shows a weak temperature-dependent behavior even in
the best samples, [3] which could be due to some ferromagnetism Further, dHv^
experiments showed merely three Fermi surface sheets, while in magnetic Sr2RuÜ4
six sheets would be present due to the exchange splitting It cannot completely be
excluded that some of the sheets are missed by the dHvA measurements due to high
effective masses Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that bulk Sr2Ru04 is magnetic at
any temperature
Although the bulk is non-magnetic, it is possible that the surface of Sr2RuÜ4 is
magnetic at low temperatures, just above Tc This could in principle be detected bv
spectroscopy experiments which probe the surface rather than the bulk As mentioned before, ARPES experiments revealed a VHS just below the Fermi energv, )ust
like the calculation of FM Sr2RuC>4 These experiments showed merely three Fermi
surface sheets as well However, the Fermi surface was reconstructed from peaks
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in the measured spectra which were actually rather broad In fact, the exchange
shift in Sr2Ru04 is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental resolution in
most spectroscopy experiments, [16,17,23-25] which hampers the detection of surface
magnetism It cannot be excluded that, since some of the sheets are rather closely positioned, the ARPES experiments accidentally detected one peak where there should
be two or three It is suggested that the majority sheet 1, together with the minority
sheets 1,2 (see Fig 10-4) were seen as one sheet, and sheets 3 of both spin-directions
as one sheet as well It is remarked, however, that the position of the VHS may be
a result of structural phenomena, e g surface reconstruction Therefore it remains
an open question whether the surface of Sr2RuC>4 exhibits ferromagnetism A clear
sign of surface magnetism could be given by, for instance, the measurement of the
non-linear magneto-optical Kerr effect [26]
Finally, fenomagnetic fluctuations may be present above Tc in S^RuC^ Since the
characteristic time scale of dHvA experiments, which is determined by the cyclotron
frequency, is much laiger than the time scale in photoemission, the difference between
these experiments can be understood if the ferromagnetic fluctuations appear on a
time scale in-between
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Samenvatting
De aard van band gaps in ionaire stoffen en bandenstructuuraspecten van spin-transport
Dit proefschrift behandelt elektronenstructuurberekeningen op het terrein van de vastestoffysica. Het doel van deze berekeningen is het karakteriseren van elektronische
eigenschappen door de Schrödingervergelijking van de elektronen op te lossen en het,
relateren van de elektronenstructuur aan de compositie en kristalstructuur van de
vaste stof.
Er bestaan verscheidene methoden om de Schrödingervergelijking numeriek op te
lossen. Alle berekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn verricht binnen de context van de
Density Functional Theory, dat in het verleden een krachtig werktuig in het bepalen
van de elektronenstructuur van vaste stoffen is gebleken.
Binnen de Density Functional Theory zijn veel elcktronenstructuurmethoden ontwikkeld. De keuze voor een specifieke methode hangt af van het fysische probleem
en wordt normaal gesproken gemaakt op basis van welke eigenschappen berekend
moeten worden en met welke nauwkeurigheid.
Bijna alle berekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn gedaan met de Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (FLAPW) methode en met de Localized Spherical
Wave (LSW) methode. In de FLAPW-methode worden geen benaderingen voor de
vorm van de potentiaal gemaakt. De basis-set van deze methode bestaat uit vlakke
golven die voortgezet ("augmented") worden in atomaire bollen. In de LSW-methode
wordt de potentiaal benaderd door een potentiaal die sferisch symmetrisch is binnen
atomaire bollen. De bollen zijn ruimtevullend en overlappen elkaar. De basis-set van
de LSW-methode wordt opgebouwd uit sferische Hankel-functies.
In een korte vergelijking, de FLAPW-methode is accurater en betrouwbaarder
maar is kostbaarder wat betreft vereiste computertijd en diskruimte, terwijl de LSWmethode efficiënter en soms minder accuraat is. In sommige gevallen levert de LSWmethode meer intuïtief begrip omdat in die methode de basisfuncties sterk gerelateerd zijn aan atomaire toestanden. In veel gevallen is een combinatie van deze
methoden gebruikt. Verder wordt in een hoofdstuk ook een Car-Parrinello-achtige
pseudopotentiaal-vlakkegolven-methode gebruikt. In dit proefschrift wordt deze methode gebruikt om, naast de elektronenstructuur, ook structurele eigenschappen van
een interface te berekenen.
Een belangrijk probleem binnen de Density Functional Theory is de vraag hoe
de exchange-correlatie-energie, die niet exact kan worden beschreven, moet worden
benaderd. De normale benadering is de Local Density Approximation. Verscheidene
correcties op deze benadering zijn ontwikkeld, waarvan er een bekend is als de Generalized Gradient Approximation. Afhankelijk van het probleem zijn de Local Density
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Approximation, de Generalized Gradient Approximation, of beiden toegepast in dit
proefschrift.
Zoals aangegeven door de titel is het proefschrift in twee stukken op te delen.
Hoofdstukken 1-4 behandelen de aard van band gaps in ionaire stoffen. In hoofdstukken 5-10 worden bandenstructuuraspecten van spin-transport behandeld.
Isolatoren en halfgeleiders hebben een \'olledig bezette valentieband en een onbezette
geleidingsband, die gescheiden zijn door een gap. De aard van de gap is afhankelijk
van het golffunctiekaraktcr van zowel de valentieband als de geleidingsband. De valentieband van de meeste ionaire stoffen met een band gap is goed begrepen, maar
de geleidingsband wordt soms foutief geassocieerd met de metaalatomen.
Dit geldt bijvoorbeeld voor de alkali-haliden. Deze stoffen worden gevormd door
een alkali-metaal zoals lithium, natrium, kalium, rubidium of cesium en een halogeen
zoals fluor, chloor, broom, of jodium. Voorbeelden van alkali-haliden zijn natriumchloride, ook bekend als keukenzout (hoofdstuk 1), en de alkali-bromiden (hoofdstuk 2). De valentieband van de alkali-haliden wordt gevormd door gehybridiseerde
p-toestanden van het halogeen. De geleidingsband wordt gewoonlijk geassocieerd met
lege s-toestanden van het alkali-metaal. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de
geleidingsband in feite voornamelijk halogeenkarakter heeft.
De conclusie dat de geleidingsband geassocieerd moet worden met anionaire toestanden in plaats van met kationaire toestanden geldt ook voor diverse andere ionaire
stoffen. Sterk verwant aan de alkali-haliden zijn de kopergroepmonohaliden. In de
kopergroep zitten de metalen koper, zilver en goud. Het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 3 is
de elcktronenstructuur van een van deze stoffen, zilverchloride. Vanuit het oogpunt
van de elektronenstructuur bekeken zit het voornaamste verschil tussen zilverchloride en de alkali-chloriden in de valentieband. Die bestaat niet alleen maar uit chloor
p-toestanden maar ook uit zilver d-toestanden in het ge\'al van zilvcrchloride. De
geleidingsband heeft echter in beide gevallen voornamelijk chloorkarakter.
E\'eneens verwant aan de alkali-haliden zijn de aardalkali-chalcogeniden. De
aardalkalimetalen staan in de kolom rechts van de alkalimetalen in het periodiek
systeem. De chalcogenen staan in de kolom links van de halogenen. Het voornaamste verschil tussen aardalkali-chalcogeniden en de alkali-haliden is de lading van de
ionen, die +1 of —1 is in het geval van de alkali-haliden, en +2 of —2 in de aardalkalichalcogeniden. De valentiebanden en geleidingsbanden zijn echter gelijksoortig. In
hoofdstuk 4 wordt aangetoond dat MgO en MgS een geleidingsband hebben die voornamelijk voortkomt uit anionaire toestanden, hetgeen weerspreekt wat normaal gesproken wordt geloofd.
Een algemene conclusie van het eerste deel van het proefschrift is dat hoofdgroepelementen nooit stoffen met een charge transfer gap vormen, d.w.z. stoffen waar het
golffunctiekarakter van de hoogste bezette toestand wordt bepaald door het anion en
het golffunctiekarakter van de laagste onbezette toestand door het kation.
De berekeningen in de eerste vier hoofdstukken zijn gedaan met zowel de FLAPWals de LSW-methode. Het is bekend dat juist voor band gap-materialen, behandeld
in deze hoofdstukken, de LSW-methode met zorg moet worden toegepast. Aan de an-
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dore kant geeft de LSW-methode directere interpretaties van het golffunctiekarakter
van verschillende banden. Do FLAPW-methode is hier daarom onder andere gebruikt
om de betrouwbaarheid van de LSW-berekeiiingen te garanderen.
Het tweede deel van het proefschrift stelt een paar problemen op het terrein van
spin-transport aan de orde. Dit onderzoeksterrein bevat bijvoorbeeld spin-transistors,
magnetische opslag, spin-afhankelijke tunnelmicroscopie en scnsortechnologie. Do belangstelling voor technologische toepassingen dio gerelateerd zijn aan spin-transport
is veroorzaakt door de ontdekking en ontwikkeling van verscheidene nieuwe en fascinerende magnetische materialen.
Een cruciaal ingredient in eigenschappen en theorieën waarin de spin van het
elektron een rol speelt is de asymmetrie in de elektronenstructuur tussen do twee
spin-richtingen. Magnetische materialen vertonen altijd enige asymmetrie, maar do
grootste asymmetrie kan gevonden worden in halfmetallische stoffen, die slechts voor
één spin-richting metallisch zijn. De archetypen van halfmetallische materialen, legeringen zoals NiMnSb, lijden echter aan non-stoichiometrie en oppervlaktesegregatie,
waardoor deze stoffen minder aantrekkelijk zijn voor toepassingen. Daarom is er
in de afgelopen jaren een grote belangstelling voor andere magnetische materialen
ontstaan.
Een klasse van materialen die veel aandacht hebben gekregen zijn de mangajiietcn. Deze stoffen bezitten een wijd scala aan opmerkelijke fysische eigenschappen.
In de afgelopen jaren heeft een enorme hoeveelheid aan experimenten eigenschappen
ontrafeld zoals kolossale magnetoweerstand (sterke daling van de elektrische weerstand onder blootstelling aan een extern magnetisch veld), magnetostructurelc overgang (een verandering in de kristalstructuur onder blootstelling aan een magnetisch
veld), magnetische polaronen (ladingsdragers die vergezeld worden door een gelokaliseerde en magnetisch gepolariseerde verstoring van het omringende kristalrooster),
stroomswitch van resistieve toestanden (verandering in weerstand door een elektrische stroom), lichtgeïnduceerde metaal-isolator-overgang (verandering in weerstand
onder blootstelling aan een bundel fotonen) en ladingsrangschikking (regelmatige patronen van mangaanionen met ladingen van +3 en +4). In dit proefschrift wordt
aangetoond dat de manganieten halfmetallisch zijn en wordt een mogelijk verband
tussen halfmetallisch magnetisme en het optreden van kolossale magnetoweerstand
bediscussieerd (hoofdstukken 5 en 6). In hoofdstuk 7 wordt do eloktronenstructuur
van een gelaagde variant van de manganieten gerapporteerd. De berekeningen in deze
hoofdstukken zijn gedaan met de FLAPW-methode omdat deze methode het meest
accuraat is.
De manganieten hebben het nadeel dat eigenschappen zoals de kolossale magnetoweerstand, die op het eerste gezicht veelbelovend zijn voor toepassingen, een sterke
temperatuurafhankelijkheid hebben, waardoor toepassingen welhaast onmogelijk zijn.
Meer resultaten worden verwacht op het terrein van multilagen van magnetische en
niet-magnetische materialen. Deze multilagen vertonen ook behoorlijke magnetowoerstanden maar met minder temperatuurafhankelijkheid. De eigenschappon van multilagen hangen onder andere af van de eloktronenstructuur van de interfaces tussen
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de opeenvolgende lagen Multilagen die bestaan uit magnetische en met-magnetische
metalen zijn uitgebreid bestudeerd In dit proefschrift wordt de elektronenstructuur
\an een paar interfaces tussen een ferromagnetisch metaal en een met-magnetische
halfgeleider of isolator berekend Het wordt verwacht dat de elektronenstructuur van
zulke interfaces een grotere spin-asymmetrie heeft dan de metallische multilagen
In hoofdstuk 8 worden elektronische en structurele eigenschappen van het interface
tussen de ferromagneet cobalt en de isolator hafmumoxide berekend Hiervoor zijn de
LSW-methode, de FLAPW-methode en een pseudopotentiaal-methode gebruikt De
laatste methode is gebruikt om de structurele eigenschappen van het interface te betekenen Voor het berekenen van de elektronische eigenschappen was een efficiëntere
methode nodig, dus hiervoor werd de LSW-methode ingezet De FLAPW-methode
is gebruikt om de elektronenstructuur van bulk hafmumoxide te berekenen en deze
resultaten te gebruiken in de LSW-berekenmgen aan het gehele interface (zie ook de
paragrafen over de eerste vier hoofdstukken)
Een interessant resultaat kwam naar voren Behalve het feit dat de spin-polansatie
van de geleidingselcktronen aan het interface behoorlijk hoog is, is het teken van de
polarisatie aan het interface omgekeerd ten opzichte van de polarisatie in de bulk van
cobalt Dit fenomeen bh]kt steik gerelateerd te zijn aan de kristalstructuur van het
interface De resultaten werpen een licht op, bijvoorbeeld, experimenten aan de spinpolansatie van tunnelclektronen, die verricht zijn in de zeventiger jaren Deze experimenten beschouwden het tunnelen van elektronen van de ferromagnetischc metalen
ijzer, cobalt en nikkel naar supergeleidend aluminium door een isolerende laag aluminiumoxide Er werd gevonden dat de spin-polansatie altijd positief was, d w z het
teken was omgekeerd ten opzichte van de berekende spin-polansatie van geleidingselektroncn in de bulk in het geval van cobalt en nikkel De resultaten van hoofdstuk 8
geven aan dat de resultaten van de tunnelexpenmenten een interface-effect zouden
kunnen zijn
Het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 9 is de afhankelijkheid van de elektronenstructuur
van het interface tussen ijzer en mengsels van zinkselemde en gallmmarsenide van de
dikte en de band gap \'an de halfgeleiderlaag Ook hier was vanwege de omvang van
het systeem de LSWr-methode nodig
Het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 10, behandelt de elektronenstructuur van het
ruthenaat Sr^RuO^ De belangstelling voor deze stof komt niet door mogelijke toepassingen maar veeleer door het optreden van supergeleiding bij lage temperaturen
In dit proefschrift wordt een ferromagnetische fase berekend Magnetisme zou een
belangrijke rol kunnen spelen voor het karakter van de supergeleiding en magnetische
eigenschappen zouden een mogelijke verklaring kunnen leveren voor de tegenstrijdige
resultaten lussen verschillende experimenten aan het Fermi-oppervlak In systemen
die m de buurt van het grensvlak tussen magnetisch en met-magnetisch liggen is de
FLAPW-methode veel betrouwbaarder dan de LSW-methode en daarom is hier de
eerstgenoemde gebruikt
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